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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
A leading problem in education since World War II 
has been the educator’s plight of effectively attaining the 
educational goals of the institution while in the midst of 
accelerated institutional growth. Goal attainment as re­
lated to increased institutional size was not unique to 
education, but permeated the entire American society.
Growth and success became equated. This philosophy came as 
a result of the tremendous economic and technological ad­
vances produced by expanded knowledge. Drucker thinks that
this trend will continue in the future:
Today, too, there is a good chance that the pre­
diction of technological maturity and resulting 
stagnation will be followed by tremendous tech­
nological change and economic advance.1
Man’s reaction to the problem he has created with his
vastly expanded knowledge has been to organize institutions
of increasing size and complexity through which to improve
his own and his societal groups response to challenges that
2can not be met individually. As a result, organizational
^Peter F. Drucker, The Age of Discontinuity, (New 
York: Harper and Row, 1969), p. 24.
2Clyde E. Blocker, Robert H. Plummer, and Richard C. 
Richardson, Jr., The Two Year College: A Social Synthesis,
(New Jersey:' Prentice Hall, 1965), p. 48.
size often becomes a goal of bureaucratic organizations.
Presthus states:
Indeed, bureaucratic organizations often seem 
less concerned with the self realization of 
their members than with the relevance of such 
individuals for organizational goals of size, 
power, and survival.^
The limited amount of research in education that has 
been conducted concerning organizational effectiveness as 
related to size has left educational decision makers and 
planners perplexed with the idea of how large an education­
al organization should be to most effectively perform its 
multi-purpose functions. Logan Wilson expresses his hopes 
for change:
I hope we are beginning to realize that multi­
universities, like small colleges can be 
overextended too, and that it is essential for 
us to set priorities of effort among and within 
institutions of higher education.^
The size of an organization has been found to be an 
important factor in the effectiveness of other organiza­
tions. Haire (1959) studied the interdependence of size, 
shape, and function in four industrial firms ranging from 
200 to 2,000 employees. He found that as the size in­
creased the shape and function changed. The greatest force
1Robert Presthus, The Organizational Society, (New 
York: Random House, 1962), p. 3.
2Logan Wilson, Shaping American Higher Education, 
(1972), p. 207.
that affected the effectiveness was support or staff change. 
Each time the firm doubled in size the staff increased 
accordingly 6 times, 5 times, 3 times, and then equally. 
Supervision decreased as size increased, and clerical help 
increased equally with size increase. Haire concluded that 
the greatest danger was in the area of lack of control and 
coordination as the size increased.^
Hall (1963) studied the correlation of bureaucratic
characteristics in ten organizations that ranged from 65
to 3,096 employees. Organizations were purposely selected
to give variety in terms of type, age, and size. He found
that the bureaucratic dimensions existed independently in
the form of continua. None of the rank-order correlation
coefficients indicated any significant relationship between
2age or size and degree of bureaucratization.
Friedlander and Pickle (1970) studied 97 small Texas 
businesses employing 4 to 40 employees to explore the con­
cepts of total organization effectiveness by studying the 
relationships between internal and external relationships, 
and whether the organizational size was related to these.
Mason Haire, Modern Organizational Theory, (New 
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1961), pp. 272-305.
2Richard H. Hall, "The Concept of Bureaucracy: An
Empirical Assessment," (American Journal of Sociology, 69, 
1963), pp. 32-40.
They found the relationship between the internal and ex­
ternal criteria of organizational effectiveness were 
relatively weak. But they found that organizational size 
is related to the ability of the organization to fulfill 
the needs of the societal components. The larger the 
organization, the more likely it is to fulfill the needs of 
the community, its owners, and its customers. Correlation
coefficients were computed in order to explore the relation- 
1ships.
Although the results of these studies shed some light 
on the subject of institution size as related to the insti­
tution’s ability to accomplish its goals, the nature of the 
organizations prevents generalization to educational areas. 
The profit motive of businesses or the differences between 
students and employees could make a difference in the in­
stitution’s ability to effectively attain its goals. This 
study will be an attempt to explore the effectiveness of 
goal attainment of educational institutions as it relates 
to the institution’s size.
Statement of the Problem
The problem in this study was to determine if there was 
a difference in degree of institutional effectiveness in
Frank Friedlander and Hall Pickle, ’’Components of 
Effectiveness in Small Organizations,” Current Perspectives 
for Managing Organizations, Barnard M. Bass and Samuel D. 
Desp Ced.), (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1970), pp. 27-44.
goal attainment exhibited between two small and two large 
public, two-year junior colleges.
This study examined the difference between perceived 
institutional goals and perceived institutional practices 
as reported by the faculty, administration, and students 
from two small and two large junior colleges in Oklahoma.
In particular, the researcher examined the following 
questions:
(1) Is there a difference between the degree of ef­
fectiveness of goal attainment of the two small 
junior colleges and the two large junior colleges 
as perceived by the schools’ administrators?
(2) Is there a difference between the degree of ef­
fectiveness of goal attainment of the two small 
junior colleges and the two large junior colleges 
as perceived by the schools’ faculties?
(3) Is there a difference between the degree of ef­
fectiveness of goal attainment of the two small 
junior colleges and the two large junior colleges 
as perceived by the schools’ student bodies?
(4) Is there a difference between the institu­
tional goals for the small junior colleges 
and the large junior colleges as perceived 
by the administrators, faculty, and students 
from the participating institutions?
(5) Is there a difference between the institu­
tional functions for the small junior colleges 
and the large junior colleges as perceived by 
the administrators, faculty, and students from 
the participating institutions?
Hypotheses Tested in the Study
Several hypotheses were tested in the study as a means 
of answering the questions stated earlier. All null hypo­
theses were tested for significance at the .05 level of
confidence, but more stringent levels were reported when 
they were attained.
HOĵ  There is no statistically significant
difference between the institutional goals 
of the two small junior colleges as per­
ceived by their administrators, faculty 
and students and the institutional goals 
of the two large junior colleges as per­
ceived by their administrators, faculty 
and students.
Hog There is no statistically significant 
difference between the institutional 
functions of the two small junior col­
leges as perceived by their administrators, 
faculty and students and the institutional 
functions of the two large junior colleges 
as perceived by their administrators, 
faculty and students.
HOg There is no statistically significant 
difference between the institutional 
effectiveness of goal attainment of the 
two small junior colleges as perceived by 
their administrators and the institutional 
effectiveness of goal attainment of the two 
large junior colleges as perceived by their 
administrators.
H04 There is no statistically significant dif­
ference between the institutional effective­
ness of goal attainment of the two small 
junior colleges as perceived by their faculty 
and the institutional effectiveness of goal 
attainment of the two large junior colleges 
as perceived by their faculty.
H05 There is no statistically significant dif­
ference between the institutional effective­
ness of goal attainment of the two small 
junior colleges as perceived by their students 
and the institutional effectiveness of goal 
attainment of the two large junior colleges 
as perceived by their students.
Additional comparisons were made if it became neces­
sary to fully explain the results of this study.
Need for the Study
"The devotion of democracy to education,” is a fact
that is well known to most Americans.^ Dewey, who was a
major advocate of this theory, stated the aim of education
as "Bound up with the idea of education as a freeing of
individual capacity in a progressive growth directed to 
2social aims.” One of the leading democratic social aims
of higher education is stated by Blocker, Plummer, and
Richardson: "To provide educational opportunity by teaching
whatever needs to be learned to whoever needs to learn it,
3whenever he needs to learn it.”
The comprehensive junior college has assumed the
monumental task of fulfilling this social aim of higher
education. To accomplish this task it must bridge the gap
between two major educational philosophies which are defined
4by Brameld as "Essentialism and Progressivism". Essenti- 
alism is the conservative road to culture and progressivism 
is the liberal road to culture. It must also incorporate 
five major education areas; (1) Liberal Arts and Science
^John Dewey, Democracy and Education, (New York; The 
Free Press, 1966), p. SŸ.
2Ibid., p. 98.
3Blocker, Plummer, and Richardson, Jr., The Two Year 
College: A Social Synthesis, p. 33.
4Theodore Brameld, Philosophies of Education, (New 
York: Hold, Rinehard, and Winston, 1956), p. 81.
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transfer programs, (2) Vocational and Technical programs,
(3) Adult Education, (4) Guidance Services, and (5) Com­
munity Service.^
Wilson warns that, "No institution of higher educa­
tion should try to be all things to all men."^ Can one 
educational institution effectively perform all these tasks? 
Etzioni believes that within multi-purposes organizations 
certain types of conflict are unavoidable and that various 
goals make incompatible demands on the organization. To 
solve this problem he recommends, "The establishment of a 
set of priorities which clearly defines the relative im­
portance of the various goals.
Clark finds that the diversity of functions have left 
the junior college with an image that is blurred and vague. 
He concludes that, "The ability to handle diversity however, 
militates against a high degree of competence in any one
educational formula that embraces and rationalizes diverse 
4programs."
Regarding the effectiveness of the junior college in
^Blocker, Plummer, and Richardson, Jr., The Two Year 
College: A Social Synthesis, pp. 32-33.
^Logan Wilson, Shaping American Higher Education,
p. 29.
^Amitai Etzioni, Modern Organizations, (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1964), p. 1.
^Burton E. Clark, The Open Door College: A Case
Study, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960), pp. IS’O-172.
achieving its multiple-purposes, Gleazer feels that,
"Without denying the social need, a question must be raised
about the capacity of the institution to deliver on the
implied promise." He suggests that each institution,
"Needs to determine how comprehensive it can be, and that
an educational approach of these dimensions should not be
2sold to the public on the basis of low-cost."
Blocker, Plummer, and Richardson question the ef­
fectiveness of the comprehensive college. "The allocation 
of emphasis to various programs and functions does, however, 
raise some question as to whether it is possible for a 
single institution to serve effectively so many masters at
3one time." They also state that approximately half of the 
public community colleges are large enough to provide com­
prehensive programs and these colleges have enrollments of 
nine hundred FTE students or more. Those colleges of less
enrollment should consider only college transfer and tech-
4nical programs.
The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education in its 
report, "The Open Door College: Policies for Community
^Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr., This is the Community College, 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1968), p. 131.
^Ibid., p. 139.
3Blocker, Plummer, and Richardson, Jr., The Two Year 




For the sake of quality programs, economy of 
operation and easy availability, state plans 
should provide for community colleges ranging 
in size from about 2,000 to 5,000 daytime 
students.1
Wilson summarized the consequences of allowing an
institution to become overextended:
If we permit our institutions to be saddled with 
responsibilities they can not effectively dis­
charge . . .  we run the risk of damaging the 
academic endeavor and fragmenting its basicpurpose.2
This study proposes to furnish information about the 
effectiveness of goal attainment of different sized compre­
hensive junior colleges. This information may be used by 
junior college administrators in decision-making; by local 
and state regents in planning and policy making; and by 
federal agencies in funding and evaluation.
Definition of Terms
Several terms must be defined to avoid multiple in­
terpretations. These terms, as they were used in the 
present study, are as follows:
(1) Institutional Goals: An institutional future
Carnegie Commission of Higher Education, The Open- 
Door Colleges: Policies for Community Colleges, (New York ;
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1970), p. 31.
2Logan Wilson, Shaping American Higher Education,
p. 205.
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State of affairs as stated on the Institutional Goals In­
ventory and perceived as desirable and worth striving for 
by the participants.
(2) Institutional Functions; The perceived actions 
and practices of the four junior colleges participating in 
the study which are measured by the data collection instru­
ment, Institutional Functioning Inventory (the University 
of Oklahoma Modification).
(3) Institutional Congruence/Incongruence ; The 
amount of agreement/disagreement shown between perceived 
goal-importance ratings and perceived function-emphasis 
ratings made by participants.
(4) Institutional Effectiveness; The mathematical 
differences between each of the twenty Institutional Goal 
scales mean ratings of the participants and each of the 
twenty Institutional Functions scales mean ratings of the
participants. This is the measure of goal attainment.
(5) Administrators/Full-time Administrators: The 
participants from the four junior colleges whose primary 
responsibilities were administrative in nature and who were 
employed by the institutions during the 1977-78 academic 
year on a full-time basis.
(6 ) Faculty/Full-time Faculty: The participants
from the four junior colleges whose primary responsibility 
was to teach more than 15 hours of classes during the fall 
semester of the 1977-78 academic year.
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(7) Students/Full-time Students: The student parti­
cipants who were randomly chosen from the total student 
populations of the four junior colleges during the spring 
semester of the 1977-78 academic year. Students were en­
rolled in and attending more than twelve (1 2) credit hours 
before they were considered full-time students.
(8) Perceptions/Ratings; Individual judgments made 
by the administrators, faculty, and students on the Insti­
tutional Goals Inventory and the Institutional Functioning 
Inventory (the University of Oklahoma Modification).
(9) Consensus/Disparity Ratings; The amount of 
agreement or disagreement among the administrators', 
facultys*, and students' ratings of the importance of insti­
tutional goals or emphasis on institutional functions.
(10) Junior Colleges: The two-year, postsecondary 
educational institutions in Oklahoma who receive at least 
some funding from the State and are not considered private 
or parochial schools.
(11) Small Junior Colleges: Those junior colleges
having less than 500 full-time students enrolled. The 
small junior colleges in the present study were Sayre and 
El Reno.
(12) Large Junior Colleges; Those junior colleges 
having more than 3,000 full-time students enrolled. The 
large junior colleges in the present study were Oscar Rose 
and South Oklahoma City.
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Limitations of the Study
The present study was limited to four junior colleges 
in Oklahoma. For this reason, generalization of the study 
results to other junior colleges should be approached with 
caution.
The students samples included in the study were 
limited to 100 stratified-randomly selected students from 
four junior colleges. Because of the random procedures 
used in selecting the junior colleges and students within 
each college, however, the results can be generalized to 
the student populations of all junior colleges in the State.
The present study was limited to the time period 
during which it was conducted. This constituted the spring 
semester of the 1977-78 academic year.
The small sample of administrators at Sayre Junior 
College (N=6 ) and the limited numbers at the other junior 
colleges (N=9 each) affected the power of the statistical 
tests used in the study. A number of ten (10) administra­
tors and faculty members from each of the junior colleges
would yield a power of 95 percent at the .05 level of con- 
1fidence.
The number of six administrators at Sayre Junior Col-
2lege showed a power equivalency of .74, while the nine 
administrators from El Reno Junior College reduced the
Roger E. Kirk, Experimental Design: Procedures for
the Behavioral Sciences^ (Belmont, Californial Brooks-Cole 




power of the tests for that group to .92 or 92 percent.^ 
However, the number of administrators from these two junior 
colleges represent all the administrators employed by each 
and the situation could not be remedied.
Data concerning institutional goals and institutional 
functions were limited to the participants’ perceptions of 
the areas included on the Institutional Goals Inventory and 
the Institutional Functioning Inventory (University of 
Oklahoma Modification).
Organization of the Study Results
The results of the study are presented in dissertation 
format according to the guidelines established by the Dis­
sertation Committee and the University of Oklahoma’s 
Graduate College. Chapter I includes an introduction, 
statement of the problem, need for the study, hypotheses 
tested in the study, limitations, and definition of terms 
used in the study.
Chapter II includes the theoretical framework used to 
formulate the hypotheses and a review of the related re­
search.
Chapter III is a detailed explanation of the method 
and procedures used in conducting the study. Chapter III 
includes a description of the study design, explanation of 
sampling procedures, a description of the data collection
^Roger E. Kirk, Experimental Design: Procedures for 
the Behavioral Sciences, p. 540.
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instruments, an explanation of the procedures used in col­
lecting the data, and the data analysis procedures.
Chapter IV includes the results of the study. This 
chapter includes the descriptive statistics of each group’s 
data, the results of testing each null hypothesis, ancil­
lary findings, and the summary of all results.
Chapter V includes a summary of the entire study, 
conclusions drawn from the results of Chapter IV, implica­
tions for further research studies, a discussion of the 




The focus of this study is organizations, that is,
social systems with specific purposes.^ There are different
measures of the effectiveness of organizations, but for this
study the determinant of effectiveness will be defined as
2the degree of goal attainment. The determination of an 
organization's goals, therefore, is crucial in evaluating
organizational effectiveness. Goals have been distinguished
3 4as "stated” and "real" or as "official" and "operative".
The stated or official goals are the purposes set forth in 
the charter or document defining the organization. The real 
or operative goals reflect decisions concerning alternative 
goals, priorities among multiple goals, how means are al­
located, and the major commitment of the participants. The 
present study will measure the perceived importance of the
^Talcott Parsons, Structure and Process in Modern 
Societies, p. 17.
2Amitai Etzioni, Modern Organizations, p. 8 .
3Ibid., p. 7.
4Charles Perrow, "The Analysis of Goals in Complex 
Organizations," Readings in Organizational Theory: A
Behavioral Approach, (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1966),
ed. Walter A. Hill and Douglas Egan, p. 130.
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goals of the organization and measure the perceived empha­
sis of the practices of the organization. The difference 
in the measure of the perceived importance and perceived 
emphasis of the goal will determine how effective the organ­
ization has been in attaining its goal. The major emphasis 
of the study is the effect of size, the independent variable, 
on organizational effectiveness or reported goal attainment.
Nature of Organizations
"Many social systems such as local communities,
schools, business firms, and kinship units are not societies
but rather subsystems of a society."^ Blau and Scott state
that subsystems or social organizations may be of two types:
those that emerge whenever men are living together and
conform to social norms, and those that have been deliber-
2ately established for a certain purpose.
Parsons defines organizations as social units (or 
human grouping) deliberately constructed and reconstructed
3to seek specific goals. Etzioni also views organizations 
as goal directed and states that they are characterized
^Talcott Parsons, Societies, (New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1966), pp. 1-7.
2Peter M. Blau and W. Richard Scott, Formal Organiza­
tions: A Comparative Approach, (San Francisco, Calif.:
Chandler Publishing Co., 1962), p. 5.
3Talcott Parsons, Structure and Process in Modern 
Societies, (Glencoe, 111*71 The Free Press, 1962), p. 5.
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by: (1) division of labor, power, and communications re­
sponsibilities that are deliberately planned, (2) the 
presence of one or more power centers which control the 
concerted efforts of the organization and directs them 
toward their goals, and (3) substitution of personnel.
Functions of Institutional 
Goals
The concerted efforts of the organization are directed
toward goals; therefore, goals are central to the study of
organizations. Parsons defines the organizational goal as,
"The future state of affairs that is seen as desirable and
2worth striving for." He perceives that a major problem in 
attaining goals is, "An inherent potential for conflict and
3disorganization in social organizations." This conclusion 
is from the concept that the personality of the individual 
is an analytically independent unit. In this study.the 
college is viewed as integrating the cultural goals of the 
organization with the goals of the individual or groups in 
the organization to reach that desired future state of 
affairs.
^Amitai Etzioni, Modern Organizations, (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), p. 3.
2Structure and Process in Modern Society, p. 16, 
quoted in Henry A. Landsberger, "Parson's Theory of Organ­
izations," The Social Theory of Talcott Parsons, (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961), p. 30.
^Talcott Parsons, Societies, p. 7.
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Perrow views the organization goals in two major 
categories; official and operative. The official goals are 
purposely vague and general, and he states that they do not 
indicate two major factors which influence organizational 
behavior :
. . . the host of decisions that must be made 
among alternative ways of achieving official 
goals and the priority of multiple goals, and 
the many unofficial goals pursued by groups 
within the organization.
Simon defines goals as "value premises that can serve
as inputs to decisions", and motives as "causes . . . that
lead individuals to select some goals rather than others as
2premises for their decisions". He observed that:
. . . for we often have occasion to observe that 
the goals that actually underlie the decisions 
made in an organization do not coincide with the 
goals of the owners, or of top management, but 
have been modified by managers and employees at all echelons.3
Motivation is divided into personal or inducement and 
role-defined or contribution goals. Simon postulates two 
sets of constraints in the organization. First, "the system 
of personal inducements and contributions impose constraints
Charles Perrow, "The Analysis of Goals in Complex 
Organizations," Readings in Organizational Theory: A
Behavioral Approach, (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1966), 
ed. Walter A. Hill and Douglas Egan, p. 130.
^Ibid., p. 59.
3Herbert A. Simon, "On the Concept of Organizational 
Goals," Readings in Organizational Theory: A Behavioral 
Approach" (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1966), ed. Walter
A. Hill and Douglas Egan, p. 58.
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the organization must satisfy if it is to survive.” Second, 
"the constraints incorporated in the organizational role 
. . . are the constraints that a course of action must 
satisfy. .
Simon noted that the organizations that survived have 
developed decision-making systems whose constraints guar­
antee that their actions maintain a favorable balance of 
inducements to contributions for their participants. From 
this he concluded, "What goals are must be inferred from
2observations of the organizations’ decision-making process."
Etzioni defines the organizational goals as, "The 
future state of affairs which the organization as a col-
3lectitity is trying to bring about." He states that one
may obtain information about what the goals are from the
participants. The participants should be asked what they
see as the organizational goals, as distinct from what they
think that they ought to be. He says that it is unwise to
depend entirely on interviews for real goals, but that, "An
examination of the allocation of resources and direction
of effort is often a complimentary research method for
4obtaining satisfactory results." Gross and Grambsch declare
^Ibid., p. 70.
^Ibid., p. 71.
3Amitai Etzioni, Modern Organizations, p. 6. 
^Ibid., p. 7.
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that two kinds of evidence are necessary before one can 
confidently assert that a goal is present; intentions and 
activities:
By intentions we refer to what participants see 
the organization as trying to do: what they
believe its goals to be, what direction they 
feel it is taking as an organization. By 
activities, we refer to what persons in the 
organization are in fact observed to be doing: 
how they spend their time, how resources are 
being allocated.1
Meaning of Institutional 
Effectiveness
Etzioni states, "The actual effectiveness of an or­
ganization is determined by the degree to which it realizes 
2its goals." The determination of "what are the goals" of 
the organization becomes a guideline of effectiveness. 
Etzioni clarifies what the real goals of an organization 
are:
The researcher will define as the real goals of 
the organization those future states toward which 
a majority of the organization's means and the 
major organizational commitments of the partici­
pants are directed, and which, in case of conflict 
with goals which are stated but command few re­
sources, have clear priority.
Parsons views the concept of goals as central to the 
study of an organization. He also postulates that the
^Edward Gross and Paul V. Grambsch, University Goals 
and Academic Power, p. 9.
2Amitai Etzioni, Modern Organizations, p. 8.
^Ibid., p. 7.
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problem central to an organization’s survival is the at­
tainment of its goals.^ Gross and Grambsch view the concept 
goal attainment as central to organizations because the
organization is evaluated in terms of its success in at-
2taining its goals.
Leslie This states, "Managers use different guidelines 
to identify effective organizations. Among those frequently 
mentioned are: clarity of organization’s purposes and goals,
3optimal use of human and physical resources . . .’’ He says 
that an organization to function effectively once it reaches 
the size of 100 employees, will find that there are certain 
elements that must exist within the organization; Pre­
dictability, standardization, and regularity and 
stabilization. As the organization grows through certain 
stages its activities change. This lists these stages of 
growth as: to be born, to survive, to become stable, to
4gain reputation, to achieve uniqueness, and to contribute.
^Talcott Parsons, Structure and Process in Modern 
Societies, pp. 16-20.
2Edward Gross and Paul Grambsch, Changes in University 
Organizations, 1964-1971, The Carnegie Commission on Higher 
Education, (San Francisco: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1974),
p.8.
3Leslie E. This, A Guide to Effective Management: 
Practical Applications from Behavioral Sciencej (Reading, 
Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1974), p. 147.
^Ibid., p. 153.
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Organizational Size and 
Effectiveness
Caplow believes that, "Not only does the size of an 
organization affect all phases of its activity, but changes 
of size at certain points along the scale are more impor­
tant than at other points."^ The larger organizations are 
more likely to be successful in maintaining themselves than 
are smaller organizations of the same type. The larger 
organizations are less affected by variation in size than 
the smaller organizations. Caplow is very emphatic when he 
states, "It has repeatedly been shown that a business en­
terprise's chance of survival increases directly with its 
size."^
Haire views organizational effectiveness as overcoming 
the forces that tend to destroy the organization, which in 
turn allows the organization to grow. He equates growth 
with effectiveness. There are forces within the organization, 
arising from the fact that it is made up of individuals, 
which determine the course of its growth. He says that 
these forces, "Are associated with the cohesion of groups; 
with the demands for integration and communication; and
3with the development of specialization of function."
^Theodore Caplow, Principles of Organizations, (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1964), p. 25.
^Ibid., p. 34.
3Mason Haire, Modern Organizational Theory, (New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1959), p. 276.
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If each increment in size produced one increment in pro­
ductive capacity and needed one increment of additional 
supportive function, then as Haire states, "There would be 
no limit on size. As the size of the firm increases, the 
structure needed to support it grows faster than the size 
itself.
Blocker, Plummer, and Richardson believe that junior 
colleges should not overextend themselves and degrade the 
quality or excellence of their programs. They suggest that 
a priority list be developed to provide for orderly accom­
plishment of their objectives.
This kind of realistic approach to the question of 
comprehensive educational services will mean that 
many small public colleges will not be truly com­
prehensive. Colleges with large student 
populations . . . will have the resources with 
which to provide all types of course work, 
guidance and community services. It must be 
recognized, however, that the ideal of compre­
hensive educational programs is well beyond the 
reach of many institutions and it would be folly 
for them to attempt such expansion or to claim 
that they can fulfill the entire broad range of 
post-high school educational needs.^
They indicate that only half of the public community 
colleges are large enough to provide comprehensive programs 
in all areas.
^Ibid., p. 275.
2Clyde Blocker, Robert H. Plummer, and Richard C. 
Richardson, Jr., The Two Year College: A Social Synthesis, 
(New Jersey: Harper and Row, 1969), p. 272.
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Survey of Related Literature
A literature survey revealed that very little re­
search has been accomplished in regard to the effect of 
size on organizational effectiveness. Volumes of research 
have been conducted on organizations, and there is consid­
erable literature on organizational effectiveness. 
Effectiveness is usually regarded as an implied problem and 
the studies usually examine productivity, morale, conformity, 
adaptiveness, and institutionalization.^ One study considered 
organizational effectiveness in terms of goals and related 
effectiveness to size. Gross and Grambsch (1968).
Gross and Grambsch (1968) in their important study 
University Goals and Academic Power noted the effects which 
institutional size had upon a university’s organization and 
goals. In order to explore more fully the impact of ’’global 
characteristics”, which includes size, because they apply to 
the institution as a whole, they compared the goal emphases 
of different types of universities.
Gross and Grambsch found that the characteristic of 
size proved to have little relation to the goal structure of 
the universities. The only findings that emerged were that 
as size of the full-time teaching, research, and administra­
tive staff increase, more emphasis is given to doing pure
^James L. Price, Organizational Effectiveness, 
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1968), p. 5.
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research, disseminating new ideas, and keeping up to date, 
and lower value is assigned to developing pride in the 
university; as the size of the student body increases, 
providing cultural leadership to the community is given 
slightly more prominence, carrying on applied research is 
regarded as a worthy goal, and encouraging graduate work is 
not.^
The Gross and Grambsch study included 68 universities 
which had student bodies of 3,000 to 15,000, and they inter­
viewed administrators and faculty only. The present study 
will examine community colleges of less than 1,000 students, 
and will also include students in the research population.
Gross and Grambsch (1974) published. Changes in Univ­
ersity Organizations 1964-1971. The decision was made to 
replicate the 1964 study to determine if the major events of 
the 1960's had merely shaken American universities, or 
whether they had led to structural change. They found that 
there had been very little change in the goals or values of 
the universities and persons in them. But important changes 
had also taken place. Professor and administrators both felt 
stronger congruence between the actual emphasis in their 
universities and the kind of emphasis they felt proper. The 
highly "productive" universities were differentiating
^Edward Gross and Paul V. Grambsch, University Goals 
and Academic Power, pp. 43-74.
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themselves from less productive universities. They found 
little change since the 1964 study in the university power 
structure. But an ominous cleavage had grown up between 
outside power holders (regents, legislators, etc.) and in­
siders (chairmen, deans, faculty and students), which very 
much affected the goals of the university. As a result of 
this power struggle, there was evidence of a shift from the 
national to the local level, with strong implications for 
the internal structure of universities.^
The top-rated five goals of the survey were: (1)
Protect Academic Freedom, (2) Insure Confidence of Contri­
butors, (3) Maintain Top Quality in Important Programs, (4) 
Increase or Maintain Prestige, and (5) Train Students for 
Scholarship/Research. An important finding from this result 
is that four of the top five goals are support goals and 
not output goals. This suggests that American universities 
show signs of having become institutionalized. It is also
important to observe that only one of the top five goals
2includes students.
Concerning the effects of size on goals. Gross and 
Grambsch found the following results. They reported an 
average product-moment correlation of .370 between goals
Edward Gross and Paul V. Grambsch, Changes in 
University Organizations, 1964-1971, The Carnegie Commission 




and enrollment. Higher correlations were obtained for other 
size measures. For graduate enrollment the average cor­
relation was .470, for number of doctorates the correlation 
was .472, and for federal obligations (grants, etc.) the 
correlation was .492. These results suggest that when size 
is measured by some output measure, it is more strongly 
related to organizational goals than when measured by 
number of students, which is a kind-of-client measure.^
Another pertinent study that considered the effects 
of size on quality of education in colleges was conducted 
by Lazarsfeld and Thielens (1958). They studied 2,451
2social scientists in 165 four-year, undergraduate colleges. 
Ninety percent (90%) of the social scientists were actually 
interviewed. The colleges were classified by size: Very
small (0-700), Small (700-2,500), Large (2,500-9,000), Very 
large (9,000 and above). The quality of the colleges was 
measured by:
(1) Total volumes in the library
(2) Ratio of books to students
(3) Ratio of annual budget to students
(4) Proportion of Ph. D.’s on faculty
(5) Production of scholars
(6) Tuition fees
They found that among the privately endowed schools, 
the smaller schools rated higher in quality. In the tax- 
supported colleges the relation was markedly in the other
^Ibid., pp. 75-78.
2Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Wagner Thielens, Jr., The 
Academic Mind, (Glencoe, 111.: The Free Press, 1958), pp. 
3-34.
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direction: The larger the college the higher the quality
rating. There was a close relationship between the size of 
a college and its type of organization. Very large insti­
tutions were found most frequently among the state 
universities, while Protestant-affiliated schools and 
teachers' colleges were usually quite small.
Faculty productivity was measured by: publications of
dissertations, papers and books, and recognition from peers 
and community. It was found that productivity and size 
were associated. The most distinguished professors taught 
in the larger schools: 29% in very small colleges, 29% in
small colleges, 49% in large colleges, and 66% in very 
large colleges.
Two questions that were used by Lazarsfeld and 
Thielens to establish the atmosphere in which the respondents 
worked were: (1) On-campus social relations among faculty 
and (2) On-campus social relations between faculty and 
administration.^ The faculty were asked to rate the ques­
tions on a continuum from no opinion to unusually good. The 
results showed an interesting variation with size. In the 
small colleges the sentiments which the faculty members 
have for each other was expressed by eighty-four per cent 
expressing the relations as good or unusually good, and the 
relations between the faculty and administration was 
expressed as good or unusually good by eighty per cent of
^Ibid., p. 24,
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the faculty. As the size of the college increases, the 
proportion of faculty who give their college top rating 
declines, especially with regard to relations with the 
administration. Lazarsfeld and Thielens offer the follow­
ing explanation:
This is a somewhat surprising result, because the 
salaries at the large institutions are certainly 
higher; their research facilities are probably 
better and their teaching burdens lighter. What 
intervenes could be the expectations of the 
teacher.1
This negative relation of size and morale may be ex­
plained according to Price by the fact that large social
systems may be mere goal oriented and small social systems
2may be more people oriented. If Price's explanation is 
true, then morale is higher at the smaller colleges because 
these schools are more concerned with satisfying the needs 
of its members, and conversely, morale is lower at the 
larger colleges because these schools are more concerned
3with teaching and research.
The results of Lazarsfeld and Thielens study support 
the statement that in tax-supported colleges there is a 
relationship between size and effectiveness (the quality 
index), productivity, and morale.
^Ibid., pp. 25-26.
2James L. Price, Organizational Effectiveness, p. 190. 
^Ibid., p. 190.
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Baldridge, Curtis, Ecker, and Riley (1973) investi­
gated the effects of institutional size and complexity on 
professional autonomy in 241 colleges, universities, and 
community colleges in the United States by mailing survey 
questionnaires to more than 9,200 individual faculty mem­
bers and administrators. Autonomy was defined as the 
ability to set goals and structure the organization toward 
maximum professional concerns. Size was defined as the 
number of professors and students in the academic 
organization.
To determine the impact of institutional size on 
professional autonomy and faculty power, they examined 
three patterns: (1) patterns of decision making; institu­
tional and departmental, (2) patterns of control; 
departmental autonomy and freedom from bureaucratic regula­
tions, and (3) patterns of evaluation; amount of peer 
evaluation.
In answer to whether institutional decisions were 
concentrated in a few hands or widely dispersed, they found 
that a minority (27%) of the large schools reported strong 
centralization. They concluded that this indicated a broad 
spectrum of faculty participation. Forty percent (40%) of 
the small schools reported high decision centralization, 
indicating domination by central administration, trustees, 
and cliques of faculty. On the departmental level, most of 
the large schools (67%) placed the decision making in the
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hands of a strong chairperson or clique of professors.
This finding was explained by three factors: (1) account­
ability in a decentralized system, (2) the need for a small 
group to make efficient decisions for a large department, 
and (3) the faculty's willingness to relinquish power to 
the department chairperson to protect itself against the 
central administration. The small schools results showed 
only thirty-eight percent (38%) where decision making was 
concentrated within the departments. One may conclude 
from this evidence that strong departmental leadership may 
be a necessary condition for decentralization to work within 
the complex structure of the large college's whole system.
One main concern of the professional educator is 
achieving departmental autonomy. Baldridge et. al. examined 
departmental power over four areas of control. High depart­
mental autonomy in the area of faculty selection was reported 
in seventy-nine percent (79%) of the large colleges and in 
eleven percent (11%) of the small colleges. In the area of 
control over course additions, fifty percent (50%) of the 
large colleges reported high autonomy and thirty-one percent
(31%) of the small colleges. In the area of granting tenure
and promotions, eighty-three (83%) of the large colleges 
reported high autonomy as contrasted with twelve percent
(12%) of the small colleges. In the area of budget control,
there was no significant difference between the large and 
small colleges.
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Bureaucratie control was examined in the areas of 
travel, which showed seventy-nine percent (79%) of the 
large and eleven percent (11%) of the small schools re­
gulating control. The regulation of courses taught showed 
that fifty percent (50%) of the large and thirty-one percent 
(31%) of the small schools’ professors had more control.
The regulations concerning contracts showed fifty-eight 
percent (58%) in large and twenty-one percent (21%) in 
small schools where professors had more flexibility and 
open-ended contracts.
Peer elevation was measured by first listing the work 
activities and determining the people who had the power to 
evaluate these activities. Sixty-three percent (63%) of 
the large and seventeen percent (17%) of the small schools 
reported that the faculty was judging the quality of their 
peers’ work.
The larger and more complex the school, the more 
likely it was to be divided into specialized units or de­
partments. The professionals they sampled demanded
autonomy because they had the expertise to do complex tasks,
1
and wished to be left alone to achieve them. Along every
J. Victor Baldridge, David Curtis, George Ecker, and 
Gary Lee Riley, ’’Institutional Size and Professional 
Autonomy: The Death of the Small College Myth?”, (Stanford,
California: Stanford Center for Research, 1973).
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dimension of professional autonomy, increased size and com­
plexity contributed to increased faculty power, authority 
and autonomy.
A study was conducted by the Michigan Department of 
Education (1974) on "Planning Relative to Institutional 
Size and the Total Postsecondary Delivery System". The 
study included 15 colleges and universities, and 29 com­
munity colleges. The community college enrollments varied 
from 723 students to over 19,000 students. One of their 
chargés was to establish criteria for limitations and 
minimums for institution size. The varied roles and loca­
tions of the institutions precluded any "ideal" enrollment 
levels. It appeared that there should be some evaluation of 
campus size as it would affect an institution’s ability to 
provide services to students.
The category and role of each institution was reviewed 
and studied. A comparison was made of the institutions 
with respect to metropolitan areas. Community colleges 
were compared for duplication of effort. A review of stan­
dards from other states indicated that considerable 
attention had been given to institutional size through a 
complete review of enrollment growth of all institutions.
The study reported that enrollments were leveling 
off, and, therefore, no limits should be set on growth. 
Researchers found that particular attention should be 
given to community college programs and districting
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patterns to encourage growth of institutions having less 
than 1,000 FTE students. Their conclusion was that a 
community college of less than 1,000 FTE students did not 
have the ability to support a comprehensive academic pro­
gram, and consideration should be given to district
boundaries, assignment of new programs, and other means to
1encourage growth.
The Organization of Academic Work (1973) is the result 
of Blau’s investigation of the administrative structure of 
universities and colleges and its implication for academic 
pursuits. One hundred fifteen American universities and 
colleges were included in the study with the exception of 
junior colleges, teacher colleges, and other specialized 
colleges. Information was obtained from personal visits, 
published compilations of quantitative information on
academic institutions, and a survey of a sample of 2,577
2faculty members.
One question raised in the study was whether the 
administrative structure of universities and colleges is 
fundamentally homologous to that of other types of organi-
3zations. Two basic theorems derived from research on
A Study on Planning Relative to Institutional Size 
and Total Postsecondary Delivery System, 1974, Michigan 
Department of Education.
2Peter M. Blau, The Organization of Academic Work, 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1973), pp. 20-28.
^Ibid., p. 13.
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government bureaus were compared with the information re­
ceived from colleges and universities. The two theorems 
were: (1) Increasing organizational size is accompanied by 
increasing differentiation in their structure, and (2)
These increases in differentiation in their structure occur 
at decelerating rates with increasing size. Three measures 
of differentiation in universities and colleges were used: 
number of departments, number of administrative levels, and 
major academic subunits (colleges and schools). Blau found 
that the size of an academic institution was highly correla­
ted with all three aspects of differentiation (.83, .51 and 
.80). These results compared to the correlations of the 
government bureaus clearly confirmed the first theorem. 
Scatter diagrams of the gathered data confirmed the second 
theorem as true for colleges and universities.
Four additional theorems derived from the same re­
search on governments bureaus were:
(1) Large organizational size reduces the proportion 
of administrative personnel.
(2) Differentiation increases the proportion of 
administrative personnel.
(3) Large size has opposite influences on the admin­
istrative ratio, indirectly increasing it, owing 
to greater structural differentiation of large 
organizations, as well as directly reducing it.
(4) The influences of expanding size on reduction in 
the administrative ratio is increasingly weakened 
by its counteracting indirect influences mediated 
by differentiation, so that these reductions 
occur at a declining rate.
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Blau states that data collected on American colleges and 
universities conforms to all these propositions.^
Blau concludes that this does not mean that univer­
sities and colleges are just as bureaucratic as government 
bureaus, but rather that small colleges and small govern­
ment bureaus are less bureaucratic than their large 
counterparts if we refer to complexity of formal structure, 
but they are more bureaucratic if we refer to the relative 
size of administrative machinery.
Blau investigated the effect of large size on the 
economic resources of the universities and colleges. He 
found that large institutions pay better salaries which 
makes then more successful in competing for the best quali­
fied faculties who are most committed to scholarly research, 
and they can recruit larger faculties which enable them to 
establish more departments in specialized fields. Large 
institutions have the highest reputations, the best students, 
and the most productive faculties with the highest record of 
publications.
The number of faculty members in an academic institu­
tion is indicative of the quantity of its human resources. 
Blau found that the size of an institution’s faculty affects 
nearly all its other characteristics. It appears in twenty 
five of the thirty tables in the book because it affected
^Ibid., pp. 48-66.
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all the dependent variables, including affluence, propor­
tion of graduate students and university status.^
Blau found that the size of an academic institution
unquestionably has a predominant effect on its character.
The reason is that institutional size comprises several
elements. If refers to economic and manpower resources,
an impersonal atmosphere, a large administrative work load,
and the statistical probability of finding colleagues with
common interest. Blau lists the direct effects of the size
2of academic institutions under the following categories:
Economic and Manpower Resources
1. Many graduate students
2. Ph.D.-granting university; mediated by it, 
high research productivity
3. High salaries; mediated by it, superior faculty 
qualifications
4. Many specialized departments; mediated by it, 
superior reparation, high clerical-faculty 
ratio, more contacts with graduate students, 
and fewer with undergraduates
5. Several schools and colleges; mediated by it, 
high administration-faculty ratio and greater 
interest in outside faculty
6 . Emphasis on research
7. High student aptitudes
Impersonality
8 . Lower faculty qualifications
9. Lower attraction to good students
10. Less allegiance to local institution
Administrative Load
11. More administrative levels; mediated by it, 
narrower span of control of the president, also
^Ibid., pp. 78-86. 
^Ibid., pp. 250-258.
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of vice-presidents, and less influence of the 
president over appointments
12. Wide span of control of the president
13. Wide span of control of vice-presidents
14. Low adrainistration-faculty ratio (economy of 
scale)
15. Low clerical-faculty ratio (economy of scale)
16. Less interest in outside faculty
17. Less appointment power of administation
18. More appointment power of faculty
19. Less financial authority of president
Chances of Common Interests
20. More departments in new fields
21. Frequent creation of departments
The Carnegie Commission of Higher Education (1970) 
reviewed issues relevant to the community college. Their 
research also included the size of two-year institutions.
In search for the optimum size range for community colleges, 
the staff analyzed the relationship between institutional 
cost per full-time equivalent (FTE) student and the number 
of full-time equivalent students.
They found that very small institutions tended to 
have high cost, and there was a slight tendency for costs 
to decline as the size of the student body rose until it 
reached some 2,000 to 3,000 FTE students. This optimum 
size was based on the following criteria: minimum faculty
size required for a comprehensive program and for reason­
able student-faculty ratios, and judgments with respect to 
the size most compatible with stimulating intellectual and 
social environment for the students. On the basis of these 
criteria, the Carnegie Commission reported that if an 
institution is to offer a variety of occupational programs
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and transfer programs, a minimum enrollment of 1,500 to 
2,000 daytime students is needed for a reasonably effective 
program.
They recommend that the optimum size for a community 
college be 2,000 to 5,000 fulltime students, but a limita­
tion of institutional size may not be feasible in large 
cities. The limitation was not based on ineffectiveness 
but to allow more institutions to be within commuting 
distance of the students.^
In small colleges, the rate of growth was found to be 
crucial in determining the rate of tuition inflation. With 
larger institutions, a controlled growth rate was found to 
be necessary if the academic planning, recruitment of facil­
ities and acquisition of libraries was to take place prior 
to students coming to the campus. The recommendations of 
the special committee of the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education was most notable in this area of institutional 
size and capacity. Committee L was charged to determine 
maximum enrollments. They found in response to their 
queries that optimum size for existing campuses was the 
point at which maximum effectiveness as a viable educational 
unit was achieved within the limits of available economic, 
physical, programmatic, and staff facilities. Rather than
The Open Door College: Policies for Community
Colleges, Report of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Edu­
cation, (Hightstown, New Jersey: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1970)
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set maximum sizes for institutions the committee recommend­
ed the control of growth.
Judging from the experiences of the presidents 
of the state universities as revealed in 
testimonies before this committee, the rate 
of growth of a university is of vital concern.
Too rapid growth as experienced in recent 
years tend to make it difficult and even 
impossible to assimilate new faculty members 
and to help them develop an awareness of the 
goals and traditions of the institutions.
The results of the committee meetings showed that max­
imum size and growth rates make a significant difference in 
the total college environment. Comparisons were made among 
the problems and benefits resulting from growth problems 
encountered by many similar colleges and universities. The 
committee recommended that no state college be permitted to 
grow at a rate greater than 1,000 (full-time) students per 
year. However, if an institution had not reached a minimum 
size within a given period of time, growth could be allowed 
to increase at a faster rate.^
An alternative to the large institution is the cluster 
college. One of the most outstanding examples is Claremont 
College. The cluster concept proposes to
^Institutional Size and Capacity, Report of Committee L, Master Plan pnase ill committee to the Illinois Board 
of Higher Education, December, 1970.
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preserve the personal values of the small college while 
securing the facilities of the university to enrich educa­
tional resources at a faster rate than the rise in unit 
cost. No systematic studies of any major aspect of cluster
college programs, including economic aspects, were started 
1
until 1965.
Stewart (1968) studied both the cost and the level 
of services or resources of certain Claremont facilities 
or functions which operate on a cooperative or central 
basis within the cluster and compared them to the cost of 
similiar functions in individual colleges which were not 
a part of the cluster. Colleges were selected on the same 
level of quality or effectiveness as the cluster colleges. 
The comparisons were based on a three year average (1964, 
1965, and 1967).
The author found that the cost of library operations 
in the comparison colleges decreased as the size of the 
student body increased, at least up to about 1,‘000. A 
similar trend was found to exist with regard to expenditures 
for books. Although no clear pattern developed with regard 
to the business office operation, Stewart concluded that 
central operation had a financial advantage. They found 
that a larger combined center does provide cost benefits
1Donald J. Richard, Campus Size: A Selected Review,
(Altanta, Georgia: Southern Regional Education Board,
1971), p. 26.
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for health services. These advantages included cost bene­
fits as well as greater resources. This latter advantage 
related to quantity and/or variety of services available. 
For other areas studied there was not enough information 
available to determine any advantage to the cluster or 
non-cluster college. ^
Gaff (1970) compiled a descriptive analysis of the 
purposes and practices of the cluster college. He states 
in his analysis that the university, which has grown unman­
ageably large, has too many functions that can detract from 
undergraduate education to make it effective for that pur­
pose. He also states that the small liberal arts college 
is often too limited in resources to offer what the 
university can. Therefore, one of the major purposes of 
the cluster college is to combine the small college indi­
viduality, personal involvement, and sense of community 
with the resources of the larger university. Another 
purpose is to offer alternative liberal arts programs, and 
experiment with new educational philosophies. The emphasis 
on close human relationships and individual instruction 
requires that the cluster colleges have a low faculty- 
student ratio, and in a period of academic inflation this
1 Clifford T. Stewart, "Financial Aspects of Inter- 
institutional Cooperation: Unit Cost in Cluster and
Non-Cluster Colleges," Institutional Research and Academic 
Outcomes, Proceedings of the Eight Annual Forum on iristi- 
tutional Research, 1968, pp. 171-179.
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means an expensive program. Gaff found in his survey that 
several universities have discovered that cluster colleges
program are expensive to operate if they are to be 
1 .effective.
Colclazier (1974) studied the relationship between 
the goals and practices of four public community junior 
colleges as perceived by three groups of participants:
(1) faculty, (2) students, and (3) administrators. He 
defined effectiveness as the degree to which the institu­
tion succeeds in doing whatever it is trying to do. The 
measure used was a correlation between goals and practices 
which produced evidence of the extent to which the institu­
tions were working toward their perceived goals. Each of 
the four colleges was small and relatively rural.
The two instruments used to test institutional goal 
perception and institutional functions at the four junior 
colleges were the Institutional Goals Inventory and the 
Institutional Functional Inventory (Oklahoma University 
Modification). A computation of Eta on all paired scales 
(20 scales) resulted in significant correlations on all 
twenty scales at the .001 level of confidence. This study 
did not test differences of size, but did produce evidence
^Jerry G. Gaff, The Cluster College, (San Francisco: 
Jossey-Bass, 1970).
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of agreement of small community colleges on goals and the 
functional agreement with goals.^
Summary
As previously stated in this chapter, most organiza­
tional theorists agree that the organization is the most 
effective social unit. The problem of this study is to 
measure how effective the organization is in attaining its 
real goals. Parsons’ has furnished insight into the pro­
blem by revealing that goal attainment is central to the 
study of any organization. Perrow suggests that there are 
two categories of goals: official and operative. Etzioni
refers to these categories as stated and real goals.
One concern of this study is the measure of the per­
ceived importance of goals and the perceived emphasis of 
the practices of the organization. Etzioni and Simon each 
propose a way of finding the goals of an organization.
Simon points out that organizational goals are dynamic and 
continually being modified by managers and employees at all 
levels; therefore, one must infer what the goals are by ob­
serving the organizations decision-making process. Etzioni 
states one may obtain information about what the goals are 
from the participants. He also states that one should not
James L. Colclazier, "An Investigation Into the 
Relationships Between Perceived Goals and Practices in Four 
Oklahoma Community Colleges", (Unpublished Ed. D. disserta­
tion, University of Oklahoma, 1974).
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depend entirely on interviews, but on examination of the 
allocation of resources and direction of effort is often a 
complementary research.
This study is based upon the theories of Parsons, 
Perrow, Etzioni, and Simon and not on any one theorist.
This study synthesizes from these theorists that organiza­
tions can be studied and that goals are central to their 
understanding. The measure of effectiveness of the organ­
ization is found in its ability to direct its resources 
toward the attainment of its goals.
Specific to this study is the effect of size upon the 
organizations' attainment of its goals. Leslie This, Caplow, 
Haire and Blocker, Plummer, and Richardson are the theorists 
to whom reference has been made. This takes a similar 
position to Parsons, Perrow, Etzioni, and Simon that a 
clarity of organizational goals is a guideline to organiza­
tional effectiveness. He also states that as the 
organization grows its activities change. Caplow believes 
that not only does the size of an organization affect all 
phases of its activities, but changes of size at certain 
points along the scale are more important than at other 
points. Haire in his study directly equates growth with 
effectiveness in organization. Blocker, Plummer, and 
Richardson believe that a junior college of less than a 
thousand is too small to effectively carry out its goals. 
This study will rely upon support from the theorists who
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have been quoted and through research will hope to expose 
some facts about the effect of size upon organizational 
goal attainment.
The question of how small a junior college can be and 
still remain an effective comprehensive college is increas­
ing in interest in both Federal and State educational 
agencies. This concern is expressed in the Carnegie Com­
mission's Reports on the Junior College.
The administrators of small colleges are concerned 
about effectively maintaining the goals of a comprehensive 
junior college with a lack of appropriate resources. If 
decisions are made to be comprehensive, then appropriation 
must be increased for the small colleges.
This study is intended to produce at least some in­
formation for the community colleges in their reservations 
concerning the influence that size has on the effectiveness 
of a community college in attaining its goals.
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The present study was an attempt to determine any 
difference between the institutional effectiveness of goal 
attainment of two small junior and two large junior colleges 
as perceived by the administrators, faculties, and students 
of the participating institutions.
This chapter contains the pre-survey procedures, 
survey procedures, and data analysis procedures. Each of 
these areas of methodology is contained in the following 
sections.
Pre-Survey Procedures
Selection of a Research Design
The first pre-experimental procedure was to choose 
the proper research design for the conduct of the study.
The words "research design" are intended to mean the plan, 
structure, and strategy of investigation conceived to 
obtain answers to research questions and to control exter­
nal sources of variation. The "plan" is the overall scheme 
or program of the evaluation problem; the "structure" is the 
more specific structure or paradigm of the actual mani­
pulation of the independent variables being studied; and
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the "strategy" as used here is even more specific than the 
structure— it is the actual method to be used in the gather­
ing and analysis of the data.^
A research design serves two basic purposes: (1) it
provides answers to research questions posed by the inves­
tigator; and (2 ) it controls external sources of variation.
In other words, it is through the design of a study that 
research is made effective and interpretable.
The research design chosen for the present experiment 
was a three-sample, quasi-experimental design preceded by the 
sampling of participants from three finite populations. A 
paradigm of this research design is presented in Figure 1.
The Institutional Goals Inventory
The Institutional Goals Inventory (IGI), developed by
Educational Testing Service, was chosen as one of the data
2collection instruments for the present study. The IGI was 
developed for the use of universities and colleges in de­
fining their goals and establishing priorities among them.
The IGI identifies twenty goal areas, each of which 
is derived from four statements in a ninety item question­
naire. Ten questions deal with miscellaneous goals which
F. N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research, 
(New York: Holt, Rinehard, and Winston, 1964), p. 276.
2Norman P. Uhl and Richard E. Peterson, Institution­
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can be ascertained from a single statement. Each statement 
is rated on a five-point continuum with rating values as 
follows: (1) of no importance or not applicable, (2 ) of low
importance, (3) of medium importance, (4) of high impor­
tance, and (5) of extremely high importance. The twenty 





































Off Campus Learning ^
Accountability/Efficiency
The IGI allows for two separate scorings, "Is", 
representing the current presence of the goal, and "Should 
Be", which represents a preferred future state of the goal. 
However, the present study utilized only the "Is" response, 
representing the present perception of goals.
A description of each of the twenty goals and 
statements from both the IGI and IFI-OUM used to derive the 
raw data is presented in Appendix A.
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Instrument Reliability
In the development of the IGI, two experimental 
versions were constructed and pilot tested— one involving 
1,000 participants representing several constituent groups, 
the second included 1,300 faculty and students at ten col­
leges and universities on the West Coast. Educational 
Testing Service has conducted extensive investigation con­
cerning validity and reliability, this information has been 
published in an Institutional Goals Inventory Technical 
Manual ,̂ and the reliability coefficients of the twenty 
institutional goal scales are presented in Table 1.
In determining validity, the statements were correla­
ted with institutional data (such as number of volumes in 
the library, income per student, student-faculty ratio, 
selectivity in admission), providing validity for all but 
three goal areas (Social Criticism/Activism, Democratic 
Governance, and Accountability/Efficiency). A group of 
higher education specialists’ judgments were compared with 
the faculty, student administrator, and community ratings 
of present importance for each goal area. Agreements were
obtained except for the areas of Democratic Governance,
2Off Campus Learning, and Accountability/Efficiency.
Norman P. Uhl and Richard E. Peterson, Preliminary 
Draft, Institutional Goals Inventory Technical Manual, 1973, 
(Mimeographed).
2 Ibid., pp. 29-31.
TABLE 1






1. Academic Development .61
2. Intellectual Orientation .75
3. Individual Personal Development .94
4. Humonlsm/AI truism .88
5. Cultural/Aesthetic Awareness .90
6 . Traditional Religiousness .98
7. Vocational Preparation .97
8. Advanced Training .89
9. Research .94
10. Meeting Local Needs .91
11. Public Service .80
12. Social Egalitarianism .91
13. Social Criticism/Activism .84
14. Freedom .99
15. Democratic Governance .93
16. Community .97
17. Intel lectual/Aesthetic Environment .80
18. Innovation .92





An adaptation of Campbell and Fiske's (1959) conver­
gent and discriminant validity procedure was employed to 
examine whether faculty, students, and community attach 
similar meanings to the goal areas. General agreement was 
found among these three groups with three exceptions. There 
was disagreement among the three groups on Accountability/ 
Efficiency. Whereas faculty and student agreed on the 
meaning of Social Criticism/Activism and Democratic 
Governance, the community groups disagreed with both.^
Uhl, in conducting this investigation, stated that 
these varied procedures—
. . .have provided support for the validity 
of the IGI. However, one goal area, Account­
ability/Efficiency, seems to hold different 
meanings for different groups and therefore 
should be used with caution.^
Institutional Functioning Inventory
The Institutional Functioning Inventory was developed 
by the Educational Testing Service. The instrument was 
pretested on the faculty, students, and administrators at 
67 colleges and universities. An attempt was made to select 
a cross section of institutions; institutions that were 
thought to stand high or low on one or another dimension of
^Ibid., p. 33.
^Ibid., p. 33.
3Richard Peterson, John Centra, Rodney Hartnott, and 
Robert Linn, Institutional Functioning Inventory, (Princeton, 
New Jersey: Educational Testing Service, 1963).
TABLE 2
COEFFICIENT ALPHA RELIABILITIES FOR INSTITUTIONAL FUNCTIONING 
INVENTORY FOR ADMINISTRATORS, FACULTY AND STUDENTS
Functioning
Scales Administrators Faculty Students
1. Intel lectual/Aesthetic 
Extracurriculum .88 .88 .91
2. Freedom .86 .90 .93
3. Human Diversity .86 .90 .95
4. Concern for Improvement .92 .95 .90
5 . Concern for Undergraduate .88 .92 .87
6. Democratic Governance .93 .96 .96
7. Meeting Local Needs .89 .92 —
8. Self-Study and Planning .83 .86 —
9. Concern for Advancing .94 .96 - -
10. Concern for Innovation .87 .92 — -




of the instrument.^ The instrument used in this pretest 
contained 11 function scales with 12 items per scale.
Peterson reported that the Coefficient Alpha method 
for internal consistency was utilized for obtaining reli­
ability for the instrument. Table 2 reports individual
reliability coefficients for each scale for administrators,
2faculty, and students. Students answered items to only 
six function scales because it felt that they do not have 
sufficient access to the necessary information to answer
3items in the other five scales.
However, since the Institutional Goals Inventory 
contained twenty goal areas, it was deemed important to 
revise the Institutional Functioning Inventory so that the 
function scales would correspond to the goal scales of the 
Institutional Goals Inventory. Therefore, permission was 
obtained from the Educational Testing Service to modify the 
Institutional Functioning Inventory so that the scales re­
late directly to the scales of the Institutional Goals 
Inventory.
The University of Oklahoma Modification of the 
Institutional Goals Inventory was developed by Hengst and
^Richard E. Peterson, Institutional Functioning 
Inventory Preliminary Technical Manual, (Princeton, New 




Lynn.^ In modifying the Institutional Functioning Inven­
tory seventy-five (75) of the existing items used in those 
function areas were deemed appropriate. An additional 
forty-five (45) new items were written for those areas of 
the instrument where the existing items were judged to be 
inappropriate. Two types of items were included in the 
instrument; those calling for factual information and those 
calling for opinions. The items calling for factual infor­
mation allow the respondent to answer "yes,” "no," or "I 
don't know." The opinion items have four possible responses 
ranging from "strongly agree” to "strongly disagree."
The University of Oklahoma Modification of the 
Institutional Functioning Inventory was then given to a 
panel of eight (N=8) practitioners in higher education for 
the purpose of evaluating the appropriateness of each item 
in each scale. In those instances where the panel could 
not agree on the appropriateness of an item for a scale, 
the item was removed. As a consequence, the final draft of 
the University of Oklahoma Modification contains six items 
per scale for a total of one-hundred twenty (N=120) items. 
The instrument was designed to measure the perceptions of 
present institutional functioning.
The twenty scales of the Institutional Functioning 
Inventory - University of Oklahoma Modification are as
Herbert R. Hengst and Robert L. Lynn, Institutional 
Functioning Inventory, (University of Oklahoma Modification), 





(3) Individual Personal Development
(4) Human/Altruism
(5) Cultural/Aesthetic Awareness
(6 ) Traditional Religiousness
(7) Vocational Preparation
(8 ) Advanced Training
(9) Research
(10) Meeting Local Needs
(1 1) Public Service








(2 0 ) Accountability/Efficiency
In redesigning the instrument a decision was made to 
follow the Educational Testing Services guidelines in re­
gard to students. Students do not answer items in the 
following scales:
(7) Vocational Preparation
(8 ) Advanced Training
(9) Research




(2 0 ) Accountability/Efficiency
It was decided that students do not have sufficient 
access to the necessary information in these areas to 
adequately answer items in these functioning areas. There­
fore, separate test booklets were created for students that 
do not include items for these scales.
Reliability data for the modified I.F.I. were obtained
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by administering the instrument to a sample of administra­
tors, faculty and students at three dissimilar public 
institutions of higher education in Oklahoma. The test- 
retest reliability procedure was utilized for this purpose. 
The median coefficients for the three samples were .70, .65 
and .64. In only one instance did two of three coefficients 
for a scale fall below .50. Therefore, these coefficients 
were considered to demonstrate adequate reliability for the 
instrument. Table 3 reports the reliability coefficients 
for the three testings as reported by the Center for Studies 
in Higher Education, University of Oklahoma.
Sample Populations 
Selecting Sample Sizes
It was necessary to calculate the number of adminis­
trators, teachers and students needed for 95 percent level 
of confidence. However, the calculations had to be modified 
because of the small numbers in some areas and because of 
the sampling procedures used in others.
In order to determine the degree of accuracy desired 
(e), it was necessary to calculate a standard deviation for 
the two data collection instruments. The combined standard 
deviations of the IGI and the IFI-UOM were calculated by 
combining the overall variances of the two instruments and 
extracting the square root. This value was determined to be 
s = 0.956. The degree of accuracy desired was then estab­
lished at one-half standard deviation.
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A procedure suggested by Walpole was used to deter­
mine sample size. The following formula was used:^
.-2
where
= 2: value of confidence level sought (1.64)
C T  = The standard deviation of the IGI and IFI
difference scores (s = 0.956)
S  ^ standard deviation = 0.4781
Y) = / (1.64) (0.956)]^
r .4781 j
^  = 10.75
A number of 10 administrators and faculty members 
from each of the junior colleges would yield a power of 
95 percent at the .05 level of confidence. This is the 
number of faculty members to be chosen from each institu­
tion; however, the small numbers of fulltime administrators 
at some of the junior colleges (Sayre, 6 ) and (El Reno, 9) 
caused the numbers of administrators to be reduced slightly 
from the calculated number needed.
Student samples had to be modified to accomodate the 
random stratification of participants along three variables.
^Ronald E. Walpole, Introduction to Statistics, (New 
York: The Macmillian Co., 1968), p. 18â.
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Students were stratified along the variables of age (three 
categories), college major (two categories), and grade 
level (two categories).
Categories of each variable were as follows:
Age: 1. < 2 0  years
2, 21-25 years3. 26 >  years
Type 1. University-Parallel Programs
of 2. Technical-Occupational ProgramsProgram:
Grade: 1. Freshman
2. Sophomore
Using a formula for the 3 X 2 X 2  crossbreak paradigm, 
the number needed for each cell was determined to be 2.23 
or 2 per cell. This was rounded to 24 per college and an 
alternate was drawn to allow for attrition. This came to 
a total of 25 students from each of the 4 junior colleges.
Administrators
One group of participants were the administrators.
Both Sayre and El Reno are quite small junior colleges, and 
it was necessary to utilize all six of the administrators 
at Sayre and all nine of the administrators at El Reno 
Junior College. Oscar Rose Junior College had a total of 
31 full-time administrators, but only nine were randomly 
selected from the total group; one representing each of the 
college’s nine areas of programs. South Oklahoma City 
Junior College also had a large number of full-time
TABLE 3
INSTITUTIONAL FUNCTIONING INVENTORY -  THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA 














1. Academic Development .64 .57 .34
2. Intellectual Orientation .71 .38 .20
3. Individual Personal Development .69 .68 .55
4. Human/Altruism .61 .56 .63
5. Cultural/Aesthetic Awareness .65 .68 .64
6 . Traditional Religiousness .83 .65 .59
7. Vocational Preparation .52 .56 .868. Advanced Training .37 .73 .77
9. Research .56 .73 .80
10. Meeting Local Needs .73 .64 .84n. Public Service .68 .65 .61
12. Social Egalitarianism .74 .59 .52
13. Social Criticism/Activism .77 .65 .60
14. Freedom .73 .84 .51
15. Democratic Governance .84 .75 .53
16. Community .79 .75 .85
17. Intel lectual/Aesthetic Environment .68 .62 .75
IB. Innovation .88 .60 .85
19. Off-Campus Learning .73 .54 .78
20. Accountability/Efficiency .63 .51 .83
OJ
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administrators, but only nine were selected as representa­
tives from each of the school's areas of concentration.
This made a total of thirty-three (N=33) administrators: 
fifteen from the small schools and eighteen from the large 
schools.
Faculty Members
A second group of participants was faculty members.
Ten faculty members were randomly selected from the facul­
ties of the four junior colleges. These ten were randomly 
selected to represent at least ten program areas at each 
institution. This made a total of forty (N=40) full-time 
faculty members ; twenty from the small schools and twenty 
from the large schools.
Students
A third group of participants was full-time students. 
Twenty-five (N=25) students were stratified-randomly 
selected from among the full-time students at each school. 
Students were stratified along the variables of age, major 
field of study, and grade classification. There was a total 
of one-hundred (N=100) students with fifty (N=50) from the 
small schools and fifty (N=50) from the large schools.
It was anticipated that a total of one-hundred 
seventy-three (N=173) administrators, faculty members and 
students would participate in the study. This number did 
not fluctuate with the normal passage of time. Whenever
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one dropped out of the study, he/she was quickly replaced 
with others who had been selected in a comparable manner.
TABLE 4
NUMBER OF ADMINISTRATORS, FACULTY MEMBERS, AND STUDENTS 
PARTICIPATING FROM EACH OF THE FOUR JUNIOR COLLEGES
Junior College Administrators Faculty Members Students
S a y r e  6 10 25
El R eno 9 10 25
Oscar Rose 9 10 25
South Oklahoma City 9 10 25
TOTALS . . .  33 40 100
Data Collection Procedures
The second step was the data collection procedures. 
This involved the mailing of the data collection instru­
ments and visiting the four junior colleges when necessary.
The first step in the data collection procedures was 
to mail a packet of materials to the administrators, faculty 
members, and students selected from each school. This 
packet included a copy of the Institutional Goals Inventory, 
one copy of the Institutional Functioning Inventory, a 
cover letter describing the nature of the study (see Appen­
dix B), and a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Recipients 
were instructed to complete the two instruments and return 
them as soon as possible.
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One week after the initial mailing, a postcard was 
sent to the non-respondents to remind them of the study.
In addition, some telephone calls were made.
Two weeks after the initial mailing, a second mailing 
was sent to the non-respondents. This mailing included the 
same material as the initial mailing.
After the first week of the study, the researcher 
made telephone calls to non-respondents, and if necessary 
visited the non-respondents at the four school sites.
Data Analysis Procedure
The data were analyzed by using a multivariate analysis 
of variance technique suggested by Anderson.^ Anderson in­
dicated that the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) 
technique is appropriate for comparing the responses of two 
or more groups on a variety of dependent measures. In this 
study there were twenty (N=20) measures taken for each 
participant, one for each scale of the IGI and the IFI-UOM.
A multivariate analysis of variance was performed 
across all twenty goal scales of the IGI instrument for the 
independent variable of school size.
Fisher’s theorem for partitioning the sum of 
squares in analysis of variance into ortho­
gonal, additive components permits the number
^T. W. Anderson, An Introduction to Multivariate 
Statistical Analysis, (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1957), pp. 178-193.
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of hypothesis partitions to be extended as 
far as g-1 , where g is the number of inter­
action cells; thus it is possible to test 
several hypotheses simultaneously.^
This procedure made it possible to determine whether 
or not there were statistically significant differences in 
the perceived importance of institutional goals between the 
two sizes of institutions. A significant F-value indicated 
a significant difference among the 20 measures. When sys­
tematic interaction effects were detected, a one-way analysis 
of variance was computed in order to determine in which 
scales the interaction effects had occurred. The ANOVA 
simply compared the mean values computed for the large and 
small junior colleges on each scale of the data collection 
instruments.
When statistically significant interaction effects
were detected, tests of simple main-effects were conducted
2on those scales with significant univariate F ratios.
A decision to compute simple main-effects is 
usually made following an examination and 
statistical analysis of the data. The pro­
cedure recommended for such tests is to design 
the same family error rate to the simple main- 
effects test as that allotted to the over-all 
F ratio.^
1William W. Cooley and Paul R. Lohnes, Multivariate 
Data Analysis, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1971),
p. 299.
2Roger E. Kirk, Experimental Design: Procedures for 
the Behavioral Sciences^ (Belmont, California: Brooks/Cole
Publishing Co., 1968), p. 179.
3Ibid., p. 181.
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This procedure separated the interaction effects from 
other levels of the design so as to determine if other 
statistically significant difference existed.
The second stage of the analysis was with the data 
obtained from the administration of the IFI - UOM at all 
four institutions and was designed to test null hypothesis 
number two. However, because the student groups did not 
respond to items on eight of the IFI scales, the analysis 
of the data had to be accomplished in the following manner: 
(1) a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was com­
puted across twenty scales of the instrument for the 
administrators and faculty groups, and (2 ) a multivariate 
analysis of variance was computed across the twelve scales 
to which all three groups responded.
In the first step a multivariate analysis of variance 
was computed in order to detect systematic interaction 
effects of the perceived emphasis being given institutional 
functions among the faculty and administrative groups within 
the four institutions. If a significant interaction was 
detected, a one-way analysis of variance was then computed 
between the responses of participants from the small colleges 
and responses of participants from the large colleges in 
order to determine those areas where the significant inter­
action occurred.
In the second step of this stage of the analysis a 
multivariate analysis of variance was computed on the
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twelve scales of the IFI - UOM in which all three groups 
from each institution responded in order to detect a sys­
tematic interaction effect. A one-way analysis of variance 
was computed if significant interactions were determined.
The third stage of the data analysis was to compare the 
effectiveness scores of the three groups of participants.
Computing Effectiveness Scores
It was necessary to determine a measure of effective­
ness in order to test null hypotheses 3, 4, and 5. 
Effectiveness was defined earlier as the degree of difference 
between the participants’ perceptions of their institution’s 
goal statements and functioning statements. The use of a 
difference between two correlated scores as a raw score is 
a technique advocated by Ferguson.^
In scoring the instruments, the IGI was scored on a 
1-5 continuum, with one being of no importance and five 
being of extremely high importance. The respondents’ ratings 
of the twenty IGI scales were summed to form a total rating 
for each scale.
Scoring of the IFI-UOM proved to be more difficult 
because of the two types of item responses on the IFI ques­
tions. Fifty five (N=55) items on the IFI require a "yes",
^George A. Ferguson, Statistical Analysis in Psychology and Education, (New York: McGraw-Uill Book Company, 1966),prYTT:-----
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"no", or "don’t know" response. Sixty five (N=65) items on 
the IFI called for an opinion rating of "strongly agree", 
"agree", "disagree", or "strongly disagree". Scoring of the 
"yes" "no" items was given a value of four (4) for the "yes" 
and a value of one (1) for the "no". Opinions were given 
values of four (4) for "strongly agree", three (3) for 
"agree", two (2 ) for "disagree", and a value of one (1 ) for 
"strongly disagree". Participants’ responses to the six 
items on each of the twenty IFI scales were then summed to 
form a scale score. It was necessary to compare the IGI 
scale scores with the IFI scale scores in order to deter­
mine the amount of institutional effectiveness perceived by 
each group of participants.
It was difficult to compare the IGI scale scores with 
the IFI scale scores, however, because the importance rating 
scores were based on the results of a scale of five while 
the IFI emphasis scores were based on the results of a scale 
of four. In order to reconcile this difference, a simple 
linear transformation was made of each IGI and IFI scale 
score. A mean average was computed for the IGI and IFI 
scale scores. These scale means were then subtracted to 
determine the institutional effectiveness scores for each 
individual and each group on the twenty instrument scales. 
The procedure for determining the effectiveness of goal 
achievement scores was as follows:
IGI mean - IFI mean = Effectiveness of
scale score scale score Goal Achievement
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In order to test null hypotheses 4, 5, and 6 , a 
multivariate analysis of variance was computed as a means 
of detecting systematic interaction effects among the three 
groups’ institutional effectiveness scores. If significant 
interactions were detected, a one-way analysis of variance 
was computed in order to determine those areas where signi­
ficant differences had occurred.
Two computerized statistical analysis programs were 
used in the data analysis procedures. A multiple analysis 
of variance (MANOVA) program was utilized to perform the 
initial comparisons in the data analysis. This program 
performs univariate and multivariate analysis of variance 
with and/or without factorial designs of covariance and 
regression. The program also provides an exact solution in 
either the orthogonal or non-orthogonal case.
The second computerized statistical analysis program 
used in the data analysis was a one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA). This program was employed whenever significant 
F Values resulted from the MANOVA calculations. The use of 
the ANOVA allowed the researcher to locate specific areas of 
difference on the twenty scales of the IGI and the IFI-UOM. 
Other statistical analyses were performed if it became 
necessary and proper to do so in order to more fully explain 
the results of the study. The results of all data analyses 
are presented in Chapter IV.
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS
In this study 173 administrators, faculty members 
and students responded to the Institutional Goals Inventory 
(IGI) and the Inst itut ional Functioning Inventory— Univer­
sity of Oklahoma Modification (IFI-UOM) in an attempt to 
determine any differences between the effectiveness of two 
small and two large Oklahoma junior colleges. Responses of 
fifteen (N=15) administrators, twenty (N=20) faculty mem­
bers and fifty (N=50) students from two small junior 
colleges were compared with the responses of eighteen (N=18) 
administrators, twenty (N==20) faculty members, and fifty 
(N=50) students from two large junior colleges to test five 
null hypotheses.
This chapter contains an analysis of the data re­
lated to the five major null hypotheses. These hypotheses 
were concerned with the amount of consensus on institutional 
goal intentions, consensus on institutional functioning, and 
the differences among the administrators', faculty members' 





Prior to testing the hypotheses, it was necessary to 
compare the variances of the four institutions' ratings in 
order to assure that the assumptions underlying the multiple 
analysis of variance (MANOVA) and analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
had not been violated.^ A comparison was made among the var­
iances of goals, functions, and effectiveness ratings. The 
means, standard deviations and variances computed for partici­
pants from the four participating institutions are presented 
in Table 5.
A comparison of the largest and smallest variances in
2each case yielded insignificant results. These results, 
presented in Table 5, show that the variances of goals rat­
ings were homogeneous (F = 2.974:df=4/19:p >  .05); variances 
of the functions ratings were homogeneous (F = 2.410;df=4/19; 
p >  .05); and variances of the effectiveness scores were homo­
geneous (F = 1.518:df4/19:p >  .05). These results allowed 
the researcher to meet the assumption of homogeneity of vari­
ances underlying the MANOVA and ANOVA statistics.
^T. W. Anderson, An Introduction to Multivariate Sta- 
tistical Analysis, (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 
T9S7),"pp ."178-193.
2James L. Bruning and B. L. Kintz, Computational Hand­
book of Statistics, (Glenview, Illinois; Scott, Foresman, 
and Company, 1988), pp. 110, 111.
TABLE 5
A COMPARISON OF THE FOUR INSTITUTIONS' 







Small Institution 0.583 0.167 0.458
Small Institution 2̂ 0.334 0.178 0.354
Large Institution 0.219 0.403 0.555
Large Institution 2̂ 0.196 0.177 0.311
Fmnv = 2.974 F___= 2.410 F___ = 1.518
df = 4/19 = 4/19 9F = 4/19
p >  .05 p >  .05 p >  .05
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A Comparison of the Small and Large 
Colleges Goal Intentions
The first null hypothesis was concerned with a com­
parison of the goal perceptions of participants from the 
two large junior colleges and the goal perceptions of par­
ticipants from the two small junior colleges. The mean 
ratings made by participants from the large and small junior 
colleges are presented in Table 6.
The first null hypothesis was:
Ho There are no statistically significant 
differences between the institutional 
goals perceptions of administrators, 
faculty and students from the two large 
junior colleges and the institutional 
goals perceptions of administrators, 
faculty and students from the two small 
junior colleges.
A multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) and a uni­
variate analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to test the 
first null hypothesis.
Rao’s Approximate F Test was computed between the 
goals perceptions of all three groups from the large junior 
colleges and the goals perceptions of all three groups from 
the small junior colleges as an overall test of significance, 
utilizing Wilks' lambda criterion (likelihood ratio test) 
for significance at the .05 l e v e l T h e  results of the cal­
culations are presented in Table 7.
The data presented in Table 7 show that there was a
^C. R. Rao, "Tests of Significance in Multivariate 
Analysis,” Biometrika, 35, pp. 58-79.
TABLE 6
GOAL INTENTIONS RATINGS MADE BY ADMINISTRATORS, FACULTY MEMBERS 
AND STUDENTS FROM THE SMALL AND LARGE JUNIOR COLLEGES
L a r g a  J u n i o r  C o l l e g a t S m e l l  J u n i o r  C o l l a g e ;
IniHlulIcnol Goal; Scale; Adm. Foe. Stu. TOTAL Adm. Fac. Stu. TOTAL
I ,  Academic Devalopmenf 3.556 • 3.697 3.507 3.712 3.622 3.417 3.279 3.508
2 . Inlelleclual OrlentaHon 3.873 3.704 3.772 3.755 3.172 3.215 2.977 3.029
3. Indivlduol Penonol OavelopmenI 2.475 2.119 2.042 2.174 3.816 3.707 , 3.404 3.748
4 . Humanhm/AltruTim 3.107 3.024 2.886 2.961 3.172 3.204 2.816 • 3.015
5 . Cullural/E;lhetlc Awareneu 3.142 2.950 2.914 3.022 3.019 2.883 2.554 2.853
6 . Traditional Religiownew 2.804 2.672 . 2.442 2.652 3.844 3.624 3.471 3.719
7 . Vocational Preparation 3.414 3.162 3.074 3.209 3.178 3.152 2.689 3.087
8 . Advanced Training - 3.192 3.852 3.516 3.974 2.407 2.093 2.013 2.151
9 . Rerearch 3.350 3.473 3.196 3.258 3.110 3.172 2.852 2.971
10. Meeting Local Need; 3.574 3.156 2.992 3.023 3.740 3.745 3.440 3.655
11. Public Service 3.713 3.344 3.208 3.462 3.175 3.021 2.912 3.085
12. Social Egalitarionlrm 3.144 3.218 2.660 2.907 2.673 2.718 2.481 2.615
13. Social Criticirm/Activirm 2.960 3.044 2.638 •2.853 2.914 2.875 2.612 2.741 .
14. Freedom 2.398 2.513 2.258 2.477 2.244 2.358 1.994 2.179
IS . Democratic Governance 2.510 2.442 2.374 2.455 2.286 2.197 1.875 2.109
16. Community 3,745 3.762 3.501 3.732 2.853 2.719 2.328 2.615
17. Intellectuol/Erthetic Envir. 3.414 ; 3.558 3.292 3.406 2.993 3.174 2.952 3 .087
18. Innovation 3.912 • 3.817 3.775 3.804 2.689 2.712 2.476 2.519
' 19. OH-Compu: Learning 2.404 2.163 2.111 2.179 2.119 2.055 1.852 2.009
20. Accountability/Efficiency 2.977 3.204 3.075 3.119 3.581 3.554 3.201 3.392
Meon; . . , 3.183 3.144 2.962 3.107 3.030 2.980 2.709 2.904
Standard Deviation; . . . (0.484) (0.537) (0.530) (0.541) (0.524) (0.520) (0.517) (0.540)
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significant difference between the goal ratings made by the 
participants from the small colleges and ratings made by 
participants from the large colleges. The results were 
significant beyond the .001 level which allowed the re­
searcher to reject the first null hypothesis.
TABLE 7
RESULTS OF COMPARING THE OVERALL GOAL PERCEPTIONS OF 
PARTICIPANTS FROM SMALL AND LARGE JUNIOR COLLEGES 









2.17 20 571.44 P <.001
Because significant differences had been found in 
testing the first hypothesis, univariate analysis of vari­
ance statistics were computed comparing the small college 
participants’ responses with the large college participants’ 
responses on all twenty IGI scales. This procedure allowed 
the researcher to locate specific areas of differences.
The results of the analysis of variance comparisons are 
presented in Table 8 .
The data presented in Table 8 show that there were 
significant differences between the participants’ ratings 
from the large and small schools on eight of the twenty IGI
TABLE 8
RESULTS OF COMPARING THE LARGE SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS' AND 
SMALL SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS' GOAL RATINGS ON 
THE TWENTY IGI SCALES
Instifutional Goals Scales F* Ratio Significance Level
1. Academic Development 1.371 >  .05
2 . Intellectuol Orientation 5.273 <  .05
3 . Individual Personal Development 6 .904 <  .01
4 . Humonism/Al truism 1.527 >  .05
5 . Cultural/Esthetic Awareness 0.633 >  .05
6 . Traditional Religiousness 5.636 <  .05
7 . Vocational Preporotion 3.692 >  .05
8 . Advanced Troining 11.052 <  .001
9 . Research 4 .144 <  .05
10. Meeting Local Needs 9.108 <  .01
11. Public Service 3.568 >  .05
12. Social Egalitarianism 0.349 >  -05
13. Social Criticism/Activism 0.928 >  .05
14. Freedom 1.200 >  .05
15. Democratic Governance 1.943 >  .05
16. Community 5.293 <  .05
17. Intellectuol/Esthetic Environment 2.626 >  .05
18. Innovation 12.714 <  .001
19. Off-Compus Learning 0.760 >  .05
20. Accountability/Efficiency 1.336 >  .05
*AI1 F Rotios were based on I and 171 degrees of freedom
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scales. A perusal of the two groups’ mean ratings scores 
in Table 5 show that participants from the large junior 
colleges had significantly higher goal ratings than parti­







Participants from the small junior colleges had significant­
ly greater goal ratings than participants from the large 
junior colleges on the following scales;
(1) Individual Personal Development
(2) Traditional Religiousness
(3) Meeting Local Needs
A Comparison of the Small and Large 
Colleges' Institutional Functioning Ratings
The second null hypothesis was concerned with a com­
parison of the institutional functioning (practices) as 
perceived by participants from the two large junior colleges 
and the institutional functionings (practices) as perceived 
by participants from the two small junior colleges. The 
mean ratings made by participants from the large and small 
junior colleges on each of the IFI-UOM scales are presented 
in Table 9.
T A BL E  9
INSTITUTIONAL FUNCTIONING RATINGS MADE BY ADMINISTRATORS, FACULTY MEMBERS 
AND STUDENTS FROM THE SMALL AND LARGE JUNIOR COLLEGES
L o r g s  J u n i o r  Co l  l o g o i S m a l l  J u n i o r  Col  l o g e »
Inilllulionol Funclioning Scale: Adm. Foe. Stu. TOTAL Adm. Foe. Stu. TOTAL
1, Acodemic Development 3.254 3.417 2.814 3.107 3.642 3.174 2.558 2.964
3 . Intellectuol Orientation 3.655 3.898 3.104 3.215 3.172 3.272 2.249 2.640
3 , Individual Penonol Development 3.016 3.514 2.215 2.652 3.421 3.528 3.113 3.290
4 . Humanlim/Altnjlim 3.212 3.057 2.994 3.091 3.422 3.394 3.178 3.236
5 . Cullurol/Etlhetlc Aworeneit 3.172 2.914 2.770 2.854 3.013 2.644 2.118 2.317
6 , Trodilionol Rellgtouineu 3.178 3.042 2.817 2.916 3.852 3.636 3.107 3.294
7 . Vocational Preparation 3.644 3.471 NA 3.528 2.918 2.504 NA 2.619
8 . Advanced Training 3.640 3.372 NA 3.421 3.172 2.809 NA 2.917
9 . Research 3.819 3.674 NA 3.742 3.002 2.478 NA 2.614
10. Meeting Local Needs 3.104 2.903 NA 2.954 3.518 3.193 NA 3.272
11. Public Service 3.002 2.856 2.886 2.904 3.615 3.408 3.107 3,276
12. Social Egolltorlanlsm 2.917 2.943 2.750 2.852 2.913 2.940 2.515 2.607
13. Social Critlclsm/Actlvism 2.904 2.913 2.546 2.798 2.562 2.407 2.152 2.315
14. Freedom 3.271 3.018 3.126 3.117 2.888 2.713 2.534 2.641
15. Democratic Governonce 2.813 2.542 1.981 2.104 2.407 2.179 2.004 2.113
16. Community 2.427 2.619 NA 2.542 3.422 3.089 NA 3.178
17. Intellectuol/Esthetic Envlr. 3.810 3.622 3.276 3.519 2.492 2.617 2.118 2.204
IB. Innovation 3.500 3.312 NA 3.472 2.000 2.117 NA 2.054
19. Off-Campus Learning 3.626 3.279 NA 3.493 1.973 2.216 NA 2.104
20. Accountability/Efficiency 2.404 2.013 NA 2.174 3.107 2.855 NA 2.916
Means . . . 


















The second null hypothesis was tested as follows:
Ho There are no statistically significant 
differences between the institutional 
functioning (practices) perceptions of 
administrators, faculty, and students 
from the two large junior colleges and 
the institutional functioning (practices) 
perceptions of administrators, faculty 
and students from the two small junior 
colleges.
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and a 
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to test the 
second null hypothesis,
Rao's Approximate F Test was computed between the 
functioning perceptions of participants from the large 
junior colleges and the functioning perceptions of partici­
pants from the small junior colleges. The overall test of 
significance employed Wilks' Lambda criterion for signifi­
cance at the .05 level.
Since the students had no opportunity to respond to 
questionnaire items on eight of the IFI scales, it was 
necessary to compare the responses of all three groups from 
each size institution on twelve of the IFI scales and to 
make comparisons between the responses of only two groups 
(administrators and faculty members) from the small and 
large junior colleges on the other eight IFI-UOM scales. 
This resulted in two overall F tests on the functioning 
ratings. The first MANOVA involved the comparison of 
functioning ratings made by eighty-eight (N=8 8 ) administra­
tors, faculty and students from the large junior colleges
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on eight IFI scales. The second MANOVA involved the com­
parison of functioning ratings made by thirty-eight (N=38) 
administrators, and faculty members from the large junior 
colleges and functioning ratings made by thirty-five (N=35) 
administrators and faculty members from the small junior 
colleges on eight IFI-UOM scales.
The results of the MANOVA calculations concerning the 
comparison of functioning ratings made by participants from 
the large and small junior colleges are presented in TablelO.
TABLE 10
RESULTS OF COMPARING THE FUNCTIONING PERCEPTIONS OF 
ADMINISTRATORS, FACULTY AND STUDENTS FROM SMALL 
AND LARGE JUNIOR COLLEGES 









4.445 12 487.24 P <.001
The results of the MANOVA calculations comparing the 
functioning ratings made by administrators and faculty 
members from the small and large junior colleges are pre­
sented in Table 11.
The results presented in Tables 10 and 11 show that 
there were significant differences between the large college 
participants’ institutional functioning perceptions and the 
small college participants’ institutional functioning
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perceptions. A comparison of all participants from the 
different sized colleges showed significant differences 
among ratings on twelve of the IFI scales. The overall F 
value of 4.445 was significant beyond the .001 level. A 
second comparison was made between the administrators' and 
faculty's perceptions of institutional functioning on the 
remaining eight IFI scales. The overall F value of 5.404 
was also significant beyond the .001 level.
TABLE 11
RESULTS OF COMPARING THE FUNCTIONING PERCEPTIONS OF 
ADMINISTRATORS AND FACULTY FROM LARGE AND SMALL 









5.404 8 316.20 P <  .001
Since significant differences were found in testing the 
second null hypothesis, the second null hypothesis was re­
jected and one-way analysis of variance tests were computed 
comparing the small college participants' responses with the 
large college participants' responses. These procedures 
allowed the researcher to locate specific areas of differ­
ences on the individual scales of the IFI-UOM. The results 
of the ANOVA calculations are presented in Table 12.
The results presented in Table 12 show that there were 
significant differences between the large school participants'
TABLE 12
A N O V A  RESULTS O F  C O M P A R IN G  THE LARGE C O L L E G E  PA R TIC IPA N TS'
PRACTICES R A TIN G S W ITH THE SMALL C O L L E G E
PA R TIC IPA N TS' PRACTICES R A TIN G S
Institutional Gools Scoles F* Ratio Significance Level
1. Academic Development 1.842* > .05
2. Intellectual Orientation 7.140* < .01
3. Individual Personal Development 8.276* < .01
4. Humanism/Al truism 0.966* > .05
5. Cultural/Esthetic Awareness 3.174* > .05
6. Traditional Religiousness 3.528* > .05
7. Vocational Preporotion 9.241** < .01
8. Advanced Training 2.653** > .05
9. Reseorch 13.551** < .001
10. Meeting Local Needs 1.104** > .05
11. Public Service 1.329* > .05
12. Social Egalitarianism 0.742* > .05
13. Social/Criticism/Activism 0.859* > .05
14. Freedom 8.715* < .01
15. Democratic Governance 1.324* > .05
16. Community 4.227** < .05
17. Intellectual/Esthetic Environment 11.874* < .001
18. Innovotion 12.279** < .001
19. Off-Compus Learning 9.115** < .01
20. Accountability/Efficiency 6.202** < .05
*F Ratios were based on 1 and 171 degrees of freedom and include tbe odministrators, foculty, 
end students from all junior colleges.
**F Ratios were based on 1 and 71 degrees of freedom ond comparison included only tbe 
odministrators and faculty members.
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practices ratings and the small school participants' 
practices ratings on four of the twelve IFI scales. Admin­
istrators, faculty and students from the large institutions 
made significantly higher practices ratings than their 





Participants from the small institutions made
significantly higher functioning ratings than their counter­
parts on the Individual Personal Development scale of the 
IFI.
Comparisons which did not include the students* ratings 
showed a wider contrast than those where they were included. 
Administrators and faculty from the large junior colleges 
made significantly higher functioning ratings than adminis­






Administrators and faculty members from the small 
junior colleges made significantly higher functioning 
ratings than administrators and faculty from the large 




A Comparison of the Small and Large Junior 
Colleges' Institutional Effectiveness
Institutional effectiveness was defined in this study 
as the mathematical difference between the IGI mean scale 
ratings and the IFI-UOM mean scale ratings made by the 
participants from a particular institution. The primary 
question investigated in the study was to determine whether 
the large junior colleges were more or less effective than 
the small junior colleges. If there was a difference be­
tween the effectiveness levels of the two types of 
institutions, was one size of institution more effective 
than the other in specific areas such as those reflected on 
the twenty scales of the IGI and IFI-UOM?
In order to investigate these questions three null 
hypotheses were stated and tested. One null hypothesis 
compared the effectiveness scores of administrators from 
the small and large junior colleges, another compared the 
effectiveness scores of faculty members from the small and 
large junior colleges, and a third hypothesis compared the 
effectiveness scores of students from the small and large 
junior colleges.
A Comparison of the Administrators' Percep­
tions of Institutional Effectiveness
The third null hypothesis was concerned with a com­
parison of the institutional effectiveness scores of 
administrators from the small and large junior colleges.
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The mean effectiveness ratings computed for administrators, 
faculty and students from the small and large junior col­
leges are presented in Table 13.
The third null hypothesis was tested as follows;
Ho There are no statistically significant 
differences between the institutional 
effectiveness scores of the two large 
junior colleges as perceived by their 
administrators and the institutional 
effectiveness scores of the two small 
junior colleges as perceived by their 
administrators.
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used 
to compare the effectiveness scores computed for adminis­
trators from the large junior colleges and the effectiveness 
scores computed for administrators from the small junior 
colleges. The results of the MANOVA calculations are 
presented in Table 14.
TABLE 14
RESULTS OF COMPARING THE ADMINISTRATORS’ INSTITUTIONAL 
EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS OF LARGE AND SMALL JUNIOR 
COLLEGES (RAO’S APPROXIMATE F TEST)
F-Value DF/Hypothes is DF/Error Significance
6.173 12 441.87 P <  .01
The results presented in Table 14 show that there 
were significant differences between the institutional 
effectiveness ratings made by administrators from the large
T A BLE 13
INSTITUTIONS EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS COMPUTED FOR ADMINISTRATORS, FACULTY 
MEMBERS AND STUDENTS FROM THE SMALL AND LARGE JUNIOR COLLEGES
Lo r g e  J u n i o r  C o l l e g e : S m a l l J u n i o r C o l l e g e :
IGI-IFI Scole: Adm. Foe. Stu. TOTAL Adm. Foe. Stu, TOTAL
1. Acodemic Development 0.302 0.280 0.693 0.605 -0 .020 0.243 0.721 0,544
2 . Intellectuol Orientation 0.218 -0.194 0.668 0.540 0.000 -0.057 0,728 0,389
3 . Individual Perronol Devel. -0.541 -1.395 -0.173 -0.478 0.395 0.179 0.291 0.458
4 . Humontrm/Altrulrm -0.105 -0.033 -0 .108 -0.130 -0.250 -0.190 -0.362 -0.221
5 . Culturol/Erthetlc Aworene:: -0 .030 0.036 0.144 0.168 0.006 0.239 0.436 0,536
6 . Trodltionol Rellglourneu -0.374 0.370 -0 .375 -0.264 -0.008 -0 .012 0.364 0.425
7 . Vocational Preporotion -0.230 -0.309 NA -0.319 0.260 0.648 NA 0.468
8 . Advanced Training -0.448 0.480 NA 0.553 •0.765 -0.716 NA -0,766
9 . Rereorch -0.469 -0.201 NA -0.484 0.108 0.694 NA 0.357
10. Meeting Local Need: 0.470 0.253 NA 0.069 0.222 0.552 NA 0.383
11. Public Service 0.711 0.488 0.322 0.558 -0 .440 -0 .387 -0.195 •0.191
12. Social Egalltorlonnm 0.227 0.275 -0 .090 0.055 -0 .240 -0.222 -0.034 0.008
13. Social Crltlel:m/Actlvl:m 0.056 0.131 0.092 0.055 0.352 0.468 0.460 0.426
14. Freedom -0.073 -0.505 0.868 -0.640 -0 .644 -0.355 -0.540 -0.462
15. Democrotic Governance -0.303 -0.100 0.393 0.351 -0.121 0.018 -0.129 -0.004
16. Community 1.310 1,143 NA 1.190 -0 ,569 -0,370 NA -0,563
17. Intellectuol/E:tbetlc Envlr. -0 .396 -0.064 0.016 -0.113 0.501 0,557 0.834 0,883
18. Innovation 0.412 0.505 NA 0.332 0.689 0.595 NA . 0,465
19, Off-Compu: Leorning -1.222 -1.116 NA -1.314 0.146 -0.161 NA -0,095
20. Accountobility/EFficiency 0.573 1.191 NA .945 0.474 0,699 NA 0.476
Meon: , . • • • -0 .3 5 2 0.062 ,0 .2 0 4 0.084 0.005 0.124 0.215 0.176
Standard Deviation: . . (0.563) (0.623) (0.388) (0.586) (0.472) (0.428) • (0.456) (0.436)
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and small junior colleges. The overall F value of 6.173 
was significant beyond the .01 level. This allowed the 
researcher to reject the third null hypothesis.
Since there were significant differences noted in the 
overall comparisons of the two administrators’ groups on 
effectiveness ratings, it was necessary to perform one­
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests on each of the twenty 
IGI-IGI scales in order to determine specific areas of 
differences. The results of the ANOVA calculations are pre­
sented in Table 15.
The results presented in Table 15 show that there 
were significant differences between the administrators’ 
effectiveness ratings on eight of the twenty areas included 
on the IGI and IFI instruments. Administrators from the 
large junior colleges showed significantly higher effective­
ness ratings than administrators from the small junior 
colleges on the following scales:
(1) Individual Personal Development
(2) Vocational Preparation(3) Research
(4) Intellectual/Esthetic Environment
(5) Off-Campus Learning
Administrators from the small junior colleges showed 
significantly higher effectiveness ratings on their insti­
tutions than administrators from the small junior colleges 





RESULTS O F  C O M P A R IN G  THE LARGE C O L L E G E  A D M IN ISTR A TO R S'
EFFECTIVENESS R A T IN G S A N D  SMALL C O L L E G E
A D M IN IST R A T O R S' EFFECTIVENESS R A T IN G S
Institutional Goals/Functions Scales F* Ratio Significance Level
1. Academic Development 3.119 >  .05
2 . Intellectual Orientation 2.104 >  .05
3 . Individual Personal Development 8.291 <  .01
4 . Humonism/Al truism 0.174 >  .05
5 . Culturcl/Esthetic Awareness 0.113 >  .05
6 . Traditional Religiousness 3.752 >  .05
7 . Vocational Preparation 5.017 <  .05
8- Advanced Training 2.614 >  .05
9 . Research 4.530 <  .05
10. Meeting Local Needs 1.175 >  .05
11. Public Service 9.192 <  .01
12. Social Egalitarianism 6.025 <  .05
13. Social Criticism/Activism 1.110 >  .05
14. Freedom 0.973 >  .05
15. Democratic Governance 0.436 >  .05
16. Community 14.718 <  .001
17. Intellectual 6.173 <  .05
18. Innovation 1.311 >  .05
19. Off-Campus Learning 10.220 <  .01
20. Accountability/Efficiency 0.742 >  .05
*All F Ratios were based on 1 and 31 degrees of freedom
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A Comparison of the Faculty Members’ Perceptions ui ins'cxtut lonaJL JKiiectiveness
The fourth null hypothesis was concerned with a com­
parison of the institutional effectiveness scores of faculty 
members from the small and large junior colleges. The mean 
effectiveness ratings computed for administrators, faculty 
and students from the small and large junior colleges are 
presented in Table 13.
The fourth null hypothesis was tested as follows:
Ho^ There are no statistically significant 
differences between the institutional 
effectiveness scores of the two large 
junior colleges as perceived by their 
faculty members and the institutional 
effectiveness scores of the two small 
junior colleges as perceived by their 
faculty members.
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used 
to compare the effectiveness scores computed for faculty 
members from the large junior colleges and the effectiveness 
scores computed for faculty members from the small junior 
colleges. The results of the MANOVA calculations are 
presented in Table 16.
TABLE 16
RESULTS OF COMPARING THE FACULTY MEMBERS’ INSTITUTIONAL 
EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS OF LARGE AND SMALL JUNIOR 







4.107 12 518.76 P < .01
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The results presented in Table 16 show that there 
were significant differences between the institutional 
effectiveness ratings made by faculty members from the 
large and small junior colleges. The overall F value of 
4.107 was significant beyond the .01 level. This allowed 
the researcher to reject the fourth null hypothesis.
Since there were significant differences noted in 
the overall comparisons of the two faculty members’ groups 
on effectiveness ratings, it was necessary to perform 
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests on each of the 
twenty IGI-IFI scales in order to determine specific areas 
of differences. The results of the ANOVA calculations are 
presented in Table 17,
The results presented in Table 17 show that there 
were significant differences between the faculty members’ 
effectiveness ratings on ten of the twenty areas included 
on the IGI and IFI instruments. Faculty members from the 
large junior colleges showed significantly higher effect­
iveness ratings than faculty members from the small junior 
colleges on the following scales:





Faculty members from the small junior colleges 
showed significantly higher effectiveness ratings of their
TABLE 17
RESULTS O F  C O M P A R IN G  THE IN ST IT U T IO N A L  EFFECTIVENESS
R A T IN G S MADE BY FACULTY MEMBERS FRO M  LARGE
A N D  SMALL JU N IO R  C O LLEG ES
Institutionol Goals/Functions Scales F* Ratio Significance Level
1. Academic Development 0 .347 >  .05
2 . Intellectual Orientation 0.596 >  .05
3 . Individual Personal Development 9.223 <  .01
4 . Human ism/Al truism 1.175 >  .05
5 . Cultural/Esthetic Awareness 2 .036 >  .05
6 . Traditional Religiousness 1.714 >  .05
7 . Vocational Preparation 5.073 <  .05
8 . Advanced Training 9 .630 <  .01
9 . Research 6.221 <  .05
10. Meeting Local Needs 1.173 >  .05
11. Public Service 5.106 <  .05
12. Social Egalitarianism 6.123 <  .05
13. Social Criticism/Activism 3.607 >  .05
14. Freedom 1.148 >  .05
15. Democratic Governance 0.976 >  .05
16. Community 11.614 <  .01
17. Intellectual/Esthetic Environment 4 .932 <  .05
18. Innovotion 0.156 >  .05
19, Off-Campus Leorning 10.679 <  .01
20. Accountability/Efficiency 6 .440 <  .05
*AlI F Ratios were based on 1 and 38 degrees of freedom
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institutions than faculty members from the small junior 






A Comparison of the Student Groups' Perceptions 
of Institutional Effectiveness
The fifth null hypothesis was concerned with a com­
parison of the institutional effectiveness scores of 
students from the small and large junior colleges. The 
mean effectiveness ratings computed for administrators, 
faculty and students from the small and large junior colleges 
are presented in Table 13.
The fifth null hypothesis was tested as follows:
Hog There are no statistically significant 
differences between the institutional 
effectiveness scores of the two large 
junior colleges as perceived by their 
students and the institutional effec­
tiveness scores of the two large 
junior colleges as perceived by their 
students.
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used 
to compare the effectiveness scores computed for students 
from the large junior colleges and the effectiveness scores 
computed for students from the small junior colleges. The 




RESULTS OF COMPARING TEE STUDENT GROUPS’ INSTITUTIONAL 
EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS OF LARGE AND SMALL JUNIOR 
COLLEGES (RAO’S APPROXIMATE F TEST)
F DF DF Significance
Value Hypothesis Error Level
3.249 8 389.07 P <  .01
The results presented in Table 18 show that there 
were significant differences between the institutional 
effectiveness ratings made by students from the large and 
small junior colleges. The overall F value of 3.249 was 
significant beyond the..01 level. This allowed the re­
searcher to reject the fifth null hypothesis.
Since there were significant differences noted in the 
overall comparisons of the two student groups on effective­
ness ratings, it was necessary to perform one-way analy­
sis of variance (ANOVA) tests on each of the twelve IGI-IFI 
scales in order to determine specific areas of differences. 
It should be noted that students’ effectiveness ratings 
could only be made on twelve of the IGI-IFI areas. The 
students made no ratings of institutional functioning on 
eight of the IFI scales. The results of the ANOVA calcu­
lations are presented in Table 19.
The results presented in Table 19 show that there 
were differences between the students’ effectiveness ratings
TABLE 19
RESULTS O F  C O M P A R IN G  THE IN S T IT U T IO N A L  EFFECTIVENESS
R A T IN G S MADE BY STUDENTS FR O M  THE LARGE A N D
SM ALL J U N IO R  CO LLEG ES
Institutional Goo Is/Functions Scales F* Ratio Significance Level
1. Academic Development 1.730 >  .05
2 . Intellectual Orientation 2.336 >  .05
3 . Individual Personal Development 6.373 <  .05
4 , Human ism/Al truism 3.109 >  .05
5 . Cultural/Esthetic Aworeness 0 .973 >  .05
6 . Troditionol Religiousness 9.814 <  .01
7 . Vocational Preporotion NA NA
8 . Advanced Training NA NA
9 . Research NA NA
10. Meeting Local Needs NA NA
11. Public Service 6 .304 <  .05
12. Social Egalitarianism 1.352 >  .05
13. Social Criticism/Activism 3.882 >  .05
14. Freedom 11.225 <  .01
15. Democratic Governance 6.317 <  .05
16. Community NA NA
17. Intellectual/Esthetic Environment 6.028 <  .05
18. Innovation NA NA
19. Off-Campus Learning NA NA
20. Accountability/Efficiency NA NA
*All F RaMos were based on 1 and 48 degrees of freedom
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on six of the twelve areas rated on the IGI and IFI instru­
ments. Students from the large junior colleges showed 
significantly higher effectiveness ratings than students 
from the small junior colleges on the following areas:
(1) Individual Personal Development
(2) Traditional Religiousness
(3) Intellectual/Esthetic Environment
Students from the small.junior colleges showed 
significantly higher effectiveness ratings of their institu­
tions than students from the large junior colleges on the 




A Comparison of the Institutional Effectiveness 
Ratings. .Made by Participants from the 
Small ana Large Junior colleges
One final comparison was made in an attempt to fur­
ther analyze the institutional effectiveness ratings. 
Although it had not been hypothesized, it became obvious 
that the institutional effectiveness ratings made by all 
three groups of participants from the large and small junior 
colleges should be compared. Such a comparison would sup­
plement the findings derived from comparing the effective­
ness ratings made by the individual groups of administrators, 
faculty and students. The mean effectiveness ratings made 
by the combined groups from the small and large institutions 
are shown in Table 13,
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It was necessary to make a dual analysis of the data 
in order to properly analyze the effectiveness ratings made 
by the administrators, faculty and students. Since the 
students had no opportunity to respond to questionnaire 
items on eight of the twenty IFI scales, no institutional 
effectiveness ratings could be calculated for them on these 
eight scales. This eliminated the student groups from the 
overall comparisons on eight of the instrument scales and 
included them on twelve of the instrument scales. This 
resulted in two overall F tests on the effectiveness 
ratings.
The first iîANOVA involved the comparison of effec­
tiveness ratings made by eighty-eight (N=8 8 ) participants 
from the large junior colleges and effectiveness ratings 
made by eighty-five (N=85) participants from the small 
junior colleges. The second MANOVA involved the comparison 
of effectiveness ratings made by thirty-eight (N=38) admin­
istrators and faculty from the large junior colleges and 
thirty-five (N=35) administrators and faculty from the 
small junior colleges. The results of the MANOVA calcula­
tions concerning the comparisons of effectiveness ratings 
made by all three groups from the small and large junior 
colleges are presented in Table 20. Results of comparing 
the ratings made by the administrators and faculty members 




RESULTS OF COMPARING THE EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS OF ADMINISTRATORS, 
FACULTY, AND STUDENTS FROM SMALL AND LARGE JUNIOR COLLEGES
(RAO’S APPROXIMATE F TEST)
F-Value DF/Hypothes is DF/Error Significance Level
3.492 12 416.20 <  .01
Table 21
RESULTS OF COMPARING THE EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS OF ADMINISTRATORS 
AND FACULTY MEMBERS FROM SMALL AND LARGE JUNIOR COLLEGES
(RAO’S APPROXIMATE F TEST)
F-Value DF/Hypothes is DF/Error Significance Level
6.177 8 397.02 <  .001
The results presented in Tables 20 and 21 show that 
there were significant differences between the effectiveness 
ratings made by participants from the small and large junior 
colleges. The comparison of all participants’ ratings from 
the different sized colleges showed significant differences 
on four of the twelve instrument scales. The overall F 
value of 3.492 was significant beyond the .01 level.
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The second comparison made between the administrators’ 
and faculty's’ effectiveness ratings of the small and large 
junior colleges showed significant differences on six of 
the eight instrument scales. The overall F value of 6.177 
was significant beyond the .001 level.
Since significant differences were found in the over­
all comparisons,, one-way analysis of variance tests were 
computed comparing the small college participants’ effec? 
tiveness ratings with the large college participants’ 
effectiveness ratings. These procedures allowed the re­
searcher to locate specific areas of differences on the 
individual scales. The results of the ANOVA calculations 
are presented in Table 22,
The results presented in Table 22 show that the par­
ticipants from the large junior colleges rated their insti­
tutions as being more effective than did the participants 
from the small junior colleges on the following scales:
(1) Individual Personal Development
(2) Traditional Religiousness
(3) Intellectual/Esthetic Enviornment
Participants from the small junior colleges rated 
their institutions as being more effective than did the par­
ticipants from the large junior colleges in the following 
area :
(1) Public Service
Results of comparing the effectiveness ratings made 
by only the administrators and faculty from the small and
TABLE 22
RESULTS O F  C O M P A R IN G  THE IN S T IT U T IO N A L  EFFECTIVENESS
M ADE BY PA R TIC IPA N TS FR O M  THE LARGE
A N D  SM ALL J U N IO R  C O L L EG ES
Institutionol Goals Scales F* Ratio Significance Level
1. Acodemic Development 1.273* > .05
2 . Intel lectuol Orientation 2.337* > .05
3 . Individual Personal Development 9.251* < .01
4 . Humanism/Altruism 0.617* > .05
5 . Culturol/Esthetic Awareness 3.114* > .05
6 . Traditional Religiousness 5.103* < .05
7 . Vocational Preparation 11.184** < .01
8 . Advanced Training 10.233** < .01
9 . Research 12.174** < .01
10. Meeting Local Needs 1.337** > .05
11. Public Service 12.220* < .01
12. Social Egolitorianism 0.378* > .05
13. Social Criticism/Activism 2.173* > .05
14. Freedom 1.298* > .05
15. Democratic Governance 3.146* > .05
16. Community 15.619** < .001
17. Intellectual/Esthetic Environment 12.237* < .01
18. Innovation 0.606** > .05
19. Off-Campus Learning 9.771** < .01
20. Accountobility/Efficiency 5.283** < .05
*F Ratios were based on I end 171 degrees of freedom or>d include the odministrators, faculty, 
and students from oil {unior colleges.
**F Rotios were bosed on 1 omd 71 degrees of freedom ond comporison included or>ly the 
odministrotors ond foculty members.
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Group X Institution Interactions
One aspect of the results which was not considered in 
the hypotheses was the amount of interaction occurring be­
tween the individual groups of administrators, faculty and 
students and their respective institutions. Further analyses 
were conducted on the data although it was not part of the 
original study. The interaction effects reflected in the 
participants goals ratings, functioning ratings, and effect­
iveness scores are presented in Tables 23, 24, and 25 of 
Appendix G.
The results presented in Tables 23, 24, and 25 show 
that significant group x institution interactions did occur 
in the participants’ goal ratings, functioning ratings, and 
effectiveness scores. Nine (9) areas of the IGI showed 
significant group x institution interactions, while five (5) 
IFI scales and seven (7) effectiveness areas showed signifi­
cant interactions. It should be noted, however, that all 
significant interactions occurred while all three groups of 
participants were being considered. On the other hand, no 
significant interactions were noted when only the administra­
tors and faculty were considered. This led to the conclusion 
that all group x institution interactions were reflected 
within the students’ scores.
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large junior colleges showed that ratings made by partici­
pants from the large junior colleges were significantly 
more effective than ratings made by participants from the 




Administrators and faculty members from the small 
junior colleges felt that their institutions were signifi­
cantly more effective than did the participants from large 





The results of testing the five null hypotheses and 
the results of making the secondary comparisons may be 
summarized as follows.
Participants from the large junior colleges made 
significantly higher goal ratings than participants from 
the small junior colleges in the areas of (1) Intellectual 
Orientation, (2) Advanced Training, (3) Research, (4) Com­
munity, and (5) Innovation, while participants from the 
small junior colleges made significantly higher goal ratings 
than those from the large junior colleges in the areas of
(1) Individual Personal Development, (2) Traditional Reli­
giousness, and (3) Meeting Local Needs.
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In the areas of Institutional Functioning, the par­
ticipants from the two large junior colleges made 
significantly higher ratings than participants from the two 
small junior colleges in the areas of (1) Intellectual 
Orientation, (2) Vocational Preparation, (3) Research, (4) 
Freedom, (5) Innovation, (6) Intellectual/Esthetic Environ­
ment, and Off-Campus Learning. On the other hand, 
participants from the small colleges made significantly 
higher functions ratings than participants from the large 
colleges in the areas of (1) Individual Personal Development,
(2) Community, and (3) Accountability/Efficiency.
A comparison of the small and large junior colleges' 
institutional effectiveness showed that their institutions 
were significantly more effective than did participants from 
the two small colleges in the areas of (1) Individual Per­
sonal Development, (2) Traditional Religiousness, (3) 
Intellectual/Esthethc Environment, (4) Vocational Prepara­
tion, (5) Research, and (6) Off-Campus Learning.
Participants from the small colleges felt that their insti­
tutions were significantly more effective than did the 
participants from the large colleges in the areas of (1) 
Public Service, (2) Advance Training, (3) Community, and
(4) Accountability/Efficiency. Participants from the large 
colleges felt that their institutions were more effective 
in the areas of (1) Community, (2) Freedom, and (3) Indivi­
dual Personal Development, while participants from the small
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colleges felt that their institutions were more effective 
in the areas of (1) Advanced Training, (2) Freedom, and
(3) Community.
This chapter has contained the results of the study. 
Chapter V contains a summary, conclusions, and implications 
for further research.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The purpose of this study was to determine the dif­
ferences in institutional effectiveness of goal attainment 
as reported by administrators, faculty members and students 
from two large and two small junior colleges in Oklahoma.
In conducting the study, 173 administrators, faculty members 
and students responded to the Institutional Goals Inventory 
(IGI) and the Institutional Functioning Inventory— University 
of Oklahoma Modification (IFI-UOM). Differences between the 
respondents’ goals and functioning ratings were regarded as 
a measure of institutional effectiveness.
Responses of fifteen (N=15) administrators, twenty 
(N=20) faculty members, and fifty (N=50) students from two 
small junior colleges were compared with the responses of 
eighteen (N=18) administrators, twenty (N=20) faculty mem­
bers, and fifty (N=50) students from two large junior colleges 
in testing five null hypotheses. The results of testing 
these hypotheses and the results of making some secondary 
comparisons may be summarized as follows:
Participants from the two large junior colleges made 
significantly higher goal ratings than participants from the
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two small junior colleges in the areas of (1) Intellectual 
Orientation, (2) Advanced Training, (3) Research, (4) Com­
munity, and (5) Innovation, While participants from the 
small junior colleges made significantly higher goal 
ratings than those from the large junior colleges in the 
areas of (1) Individual Personal Development, (2) Tradi­
tional Religiousness, and (3) Meeting Local Needs.
In the areas of Institutional Functioning, the par­
ticipants from the large junior colleges made significantly 
higher ratings than participants from the small junior 
colleges in the areas of (1) Intellectual Orientation,
(2) Vocational Preparation, (3) Research, (4) Freedom,
(5) Innovation, (6 ) Intellectual/Esthetic Environment, and
(7) Off-Campus Learning. On the other hand, participants 
from the small junior colleges made significantly higher 
functions ratings than participants from the large junior 
colleges in the areas of (1) Individual Personal Develop­
ment, (2) Community, and (3) Accountability/Efficiency.
In the area of institutional effectiveness in goal 
attainment the participants from the large colleges rated 
their institutions as significantly more effective than did 
the participants from the small colleges in the areas of
(1) Individual Personal Development, (2) Traditional Reli­
giousness, (3) Intellectual/Esthetic Environment, (4 ) 
Vocational Preparation, (5) Research, and (6) Off-Campus 
Learning. Participants from the small colleges felt that
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their institutions were significantly more effective than 
the large colleges in the areas of (1) Public Service,
(2) Advanced Training, (3) Community, and (4) Accountability/ 
Efficiency.
Conclusions
(1) The results of testing the first null hypothesis
led to the conclusion that goals of the colleges were per­
ceived differently by participants from the two large junior 
colleges and participants from the two small junior colleges. 
There were statistically significant differences between the 
goal ratings made by participants from the large colleges 
and the goal ratings made by participants from the small 
colleges on eight of the twenty IGI scales.
(2) The results of testing the first null hypothesis
also led to the conclusion that participants from the large
junior colleges perceived that their institutions were more
goal oriented while the participants from the small colleges 
perceived that their institutions were more people oriented. 
The large colleges showed higher goal ratings on fifteen of 
the twenty IGI goals. They were significantly higher on the 
five goals of (1) Intellectual Orientation, (2) Advanced 
Training, (3) Research, (4) Innovation, and (5) Community.
The small colleges showed higher goal ratings on five of the 
twenty IGI goals and of these the following three were 
significant: (1) Individual Personal Development, (2)
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Traditional Religiousness, and (3) Meeting Local Needs.
These goals are expressive of satisfying students* and 
faculty members’ personal needs.
(3) The results of testing the second null hypothesis 
led to the conclusion that functions (practices of colleges) 
were perceived differently by participants from the two 
large junior colleges and participants from the two small 
junior colleges on ten goal areas.
(4) The results of testing the second null hypo­
thesis also led to the conclusion that the institutional 
goals differed from institutional practices, and that a 
comparison of stated goals with the practices should take
place for a measure of the real goals of an institution.
1 2Perrow and Etzioni distinguish between stated and real 
goals, and they advocate the comparison of stated goals with 
practices to determine the real goals of the institution.
The analysis of the results of the Functioning 
Inventory showed that the participants from the large col­
leges rated significantly higher on the following practices:
(1) Intellectual Orientation, (2) Freedom, (3) Intellectual/ 
Esthetic Environment, (4) Vocational Preparation, (5)
Charles Perrow, ’’The Analysis of Goals in Complex 
Organizations,” Readings in Organizational Theory: A 
Behavioral Approach, p. 130.
2Amitai Etzioni, Modern Organizations, p. 8 .
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Research, (6 ) Innovation, and (7) Off-Campus Learning.
Three of these seven practices^ ratings were congruent with 
the same three goals’ ratings, while four practices’ ratings 
were not congruent with the same goals’ ratings. The 
analysis also showed that the participants from the small 
colleges rated significantly higher on the following prac­
tices: (1) Individual Personal Development, (2) Community,
and (3) Accountability/Efficiency. Only one of these three 
practices’ ratings was congruent with the same three goals’ 
ratings.
(5) The results of testing the third null hypothesis 
led to the conclusion that the effectiveness of goal attain­
ment of the junior colleges was perceived differently by 
administrators from the large colleges and administrators 
from the small colleges. Administrators from the large 
colleges showed significantly higher effectiveness ratings 
than administrators from the small junior colleges on the 
following five scales: (1) Individual Personal Development,
(2) Vocational Preparation, (3) Research, (4) Intellectual/ 
Esthetic Environment, and (5) Off-Campus Learning. Admin­
istrators from the small colleges rated the following three 
goals as significant : (l) Public Service, (2) Social Egali­
tarianism, and (3) Community, Administrators from the large 
junior colleges rated their institutions as significantly 
more effective on the attainment of more scales than did 
administrators from the small junior colleges.
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(6 ) The results of testing the fourth null hypo­
thesis led to the conclusion that the effectiveness of goal 
attainment of the junior colleges was perceived differently 
by faculty members from the two large colleges and faculty 
members from the two small colleges. The faculty from the 
large colleges showed significantly higher effectiveness 
ratings than faculty from the small colleges on five scales:
(1) Individual Personal Development, (2) Vocational Prepara­
tion, (3) Research, (4) Intellectual/Esthetic Environment, 
and (5) Off-Campus Learning. Faculty from the small colleges 
showed significantly higher effectiveness ratings than 
faculty from the large colleges on five scales: (1) Ad­
vanced Training, (2) Public Service, (3) Social Egalitarian­
ism, (4) Community, and (5) Accountability/Efficiency.
Faculty of the large colleges and faculty of the small 
colleges rated the same number of scales (5) significantly 
higher, but the large colleges rated higher on more scales; 
therefore, the faculty of the large colleges rated their 
institution significantly more effective in goal attainment.
(7) The results of testing the fifth hypothesis led 
to the conclusion that the effectiveness of goal attainment 
by the junior colleges was perceived differently by students 
from the two large colleges and students from the two small 
colleges. Students from the large colleges showed signifi­
cantly higher effectiveness ratings than students from the 
small colleges on three scales: (1) Individual Personal
Ill
Development, (2) Traditional Religiousness, and (3) Intel­
lectual/Esthetic Environment. Students from the small 
colleges showed significantly higher effectiveness ratings 
than students from the large colleges on three scales: (1) 
Public Service, (2) Freedom, and (3) Democratic Governance. 
Students from the large colleges showed significantly higher 
effectiveness ratings on the same number of scales (3) as 
students from the small colleges, although the scales were 
different for each group. Students from the large colleges 
rated significantly higher on effectiveness on this hypo­
thesis since they rated higher on more scales than students 
from the small colleges.
(8) The results of testing the third, fourth, and 
fifth hypotheses led to the conclusion that administrators 
from the two large and two small junior colleges showed a 
greater variation in significant ratings of effectiveness 
than the faculty or students from the large and small col­
leges. The administrators from the large colleges showed 
significantly higher ratings on 5 scales, while administra­
tors from the small colleges showed significantly higher 
ratings on only 3 scales. Faculty and students from the 
large colleges showed significantly higher ratings on 3 
scales, while faculty and students from the small colleges 
showed significantly higher ratings on 3 scales also.
(9) The results of the analysis comparing the in­
stitutional effectiveness ratings made by participants from
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the two small and two large junior colleges led to the con­
clusion that groups from the large colleges rated their 
institutions significantly more effective than groups from 
the small colleges in college goal attainment. Participants 
from the large colleges rated their institutions significant­
ly more effective than participants from the small 
institutions in goal attainment. The large colleges rated 
six scales as significantly more effective: (1) Individual
Personal Development, (2) Freedom, (3) Traditional Reli­
giousness, (4) Intellectual/Esthetic Environment, (5) 
Vocational Preparation, (6 ) Research, and (7) Off-Campus 
Learning. Participants from the small colleges rated their 
institutions as significantly more effective on four of the 
twenty scales: (1) Public Service, (2) Advanced Training,
(3) Community, and (4) Accountability/Efficiency.
(10) Results of testing the fifth hypothesis led to 
the conclusion that the administrators, faculty, and students 
from the large college differed significantly with adminis­
trators, faculty, and students from the small colleges on 
the perception of the importance of the goals of the junior 
colleges and the perceived emphasis on the practice. Parti­
cipants from the large and small junior colleges rated 
significant difference on ten of the twenty goal scales.
(11) The results of testing the fifth hypothesis led 
to the conclusion that the size of the junior college af­
fected the effectiveness of the college in attaining its
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goals. Participants from the large colleges rated signifi­
cantly more effective than the small colleges on six of the 
twenty goal scales, while the participants from the small 
colleges rated significantly higher than the large colleges 
on four of the twenty goal scales,
(12) The purpose of this study was to determine any 
differences between the institutional effectiveness of goal 
attainment of small junior colleges and large junior col­
leges. This purpose necessitated the construction of a 
measure of institutional effectiveness in goal attainment.
The measure of goal importance was measured by the Institu­
tional Goals Inventory, and the measure of emphasis of 
practices was measured by the Institutional Functioning In­
ventory - University of Oklahoma Modification. Institutional 
effectiveness was measured by subtracting the mean scale 
score of the functions from the mean scale score of the goals, 
A very interesting and important finding evolved from 
an inspection of the effectiveness scores. The measure of 
emphasis of certain functioning scales exceeded the measure 
of importance of the goal scales. This situation produced a 
negative effectiveness score.
This study was designed as a model for institutional 
analysis. The purpose of the model is to measure the dif­
ference between goal importance and functioning emphasis.
If the practices of the institution are exceeding the per­
ceived goals, then the institution is functioning at a more
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effective level than is perceived on the goal scale. This
study takes the position that the ultimate goal of the in­
stitution is improvement and that there is no optimum which 
can be achieved. If the institution is doing more than it 
perceives that it is doing, it is functioning at a more 
effective level.
An alternative interpretation of the negative effective­
ness score could be suboptimization. Suboptimization is a 
concept that is usually considered within the framework of 
General Systems Theory. The Systems approach emphasizes 
the "whole system" rather than the component systems and 
strives to optimize the effectiveness of the whole system.^
"Optimization in the absolute sense is possible only
in the context of a closed model such as mathematics where
all variables, parameter, and assumptions can be defined
2and controlled." Therefore, the Systems approach to the 
real world is to attempt to reach the optimum through the 
progressive improvement of suboptimization when it is viewed 
from the perspective of the Total or Whole system. This 
point of view is expressed by Van Gigch when he states, "On 
the other hand, we recognize that suboptimization may be 
the only feasible approach, and therefore we settle for less
1John P. Van Gigch, Applied General Systems Theory, 
New York: (Harper and Row, 1ÜŸ4), p. li.
^Ibid., p. 261.
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and look for the best possible suboptimization."^
The concept of suboptimization is often referred to as
bad and on other occasions it is referred to as good. Van
Gigch explains this discrepancy by stating that there are
good and bad suboptimizations. When a problem is viewed
within the context of a subsystem, an accomplishment may
seem desirable and commendable, but unless the action is
integrated in the broader picture and evaluated in relation
to its contributions toward meeting the overall objective of
2larger systems, it is considered as bad.
Suboptimization could be used as a possible interpre­
tation. A parameter of the system would need to be defined 
and a maxima and minima would need to be defined in order 
to establish the utility of the range of suboptimization.
Discussion of Results as They Pertain 
to Previous Research
Gross and Grambsch pointed out in their research that 
there are two types of goals in institutions of higher 
learning: The Outcome Goals and the Support Goals. Their 
research found that the emphasis increased on Support Goal 
with the increased size of the institution. Haire in his 




supports Goss and Grambsch’s findings when he states, "As 
the organization grows it will be more effective, if proper 
support is provided.^ The results of this study support the 
same concept. The IGI and IFI both divide the goals into 
Outcome Goals and Process Goals. This division is very 
similar to the Gross and Grambsch classification of goals. 
The two large junior colleges consistently rated signifi­
cantly higher and more often in the process goals. This
finding would indicate that as the two colleges increased 
in size, they also increased the importance given to pro­
cess goals and increased the emphasis given to process 
functions.
The finding of the Carnegie Commission of Higher 
Education (1970) on relevant issues of the Community 
Colleges; the findings of Committee L of the Illinois Board 
of Higher Education; the findings of the Michigan Department 
of Education in their study on "Planning Relative To Insti­
tutional Size", all agreed that a junior college of less 
than 1,000 enrollment could not conduct an effective com­
prehensive junior college program. Blocker, Plummer, and 
Richardson in their study of the two-year colleges recommend 
that junior colleges of the future should not overextend 
themselves by trying to be a comprehensive junior college.
^Mason Haire, Modern Organizational Theory, p. 277.
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They state that a priority of goals should be set and 
accomplished as a junior college increases in size. They 
feel that a junior college of less than nine hundred students 
should not attempt to become a comprehensive junior college. 
This study supported the premise that the two small junior 
colleges were not as effective as the two large junior col­
leges in achieving their goals.
Lazarsfeld and Thielens found in their research that 
the larger the state college the higher the quality ratings 
or effectiveness. This study supported their findings.
Price in compiling his inventory of institutional 
effectiveness found that large social systems may be more 
goal oriented and small social systems may be more people 
oriented. The results of the IGI in this study supported 
the premise that the two small institutions were more 
people oriented while the two large institutions were more 
professional or goal oriented.
Baldridge, Curtis, Ecker, and Riley (1973) investi­
gated the effects of institutional size on professional 
autonomy in 241 colleges. They defined autonomy as the 
ability to set goals and structure the organization toward 
maximum professional concerns. They found that along every 
dimension of professional autonomy increased size contri­
buted to increased autonomy. The present study supported 
the findings of Baldridge, Curtis, Ecker, and Riley. The 
two large institutions were more effective in setting goals
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and performing the practices necessary to fulfill these 
goals than the two small institutions.
Recommendations for Further Studies
(1) This study should be replicated in a greater
number of junior colleges and in a wider geographical area
to permit wider generalization of the results.
(2) This study was limited to participants who were 
internally associated with four junior colleges. The study 
should be revised to include participants who are externally 
associated with the junior colleges.
(3) This study should be conducted using a small 
junior college in a large city and a large junior college 
in a large city. This would place better control on the 
variable of rural versus urban influence.
(4) This study should be conducted in the private
sector of higher education using small and large junior
colleges to determine which is more effective.
(5) The Institutional Goals Inventory should be 
modified to reduce the number of scales to equal the scales 
on the Institutional Functions Inventory (University of 
Oklahoma Modification). The emphasis given to each scale 
should have equal categories. These modifications would 
allow more exact computations with no transformation of 
figures.
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(6 ) This study and other studies that measure institu­
tional effectiveness should be conducted on large and small 
junior colleges and the results matched to determine corre­
lations of effectiveness.
(7) An instrument should be designed that will be 
more directly applicable to the goals of the junior college. 
Since nearly half of the students in higher education are 
now.enrolled in junior colleges, an instrument of this type 
could be valuable to junior colleges in making decisions.
(8 ) Further investigation should be conducted into 
the organizational condition of functioning emphasis ex­
ceeding goal importance. The causes of this condition 
should be pursued, and it should prove to be a valuable 
contribution to the study of organizations.
Observed Limitations of the Study
(1) This study was limited to two small and two large 
junior colleges in the State of Oklahoma,
(2) This study was limited to the measurement of or­
ganizational effectiveness as the degree of goal attainment. 
There are other measurements of organizational effectiveness 
such as: productivity, morale,- conformity, adaptiveness, and 
inst itut ionalizat ion.
(3) This study was limited to the participants' per­
ception of goals and functions and made no attempt to measure 
actual output of the organization.
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(4) This study was limited to the participants within 
the organization; no external participants were involved in 
measurements,
(5) This study was limited to the minimum number of 
student participants necessary for valid random testing.
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF THE 20 SCALES CONTAINED 
ON THE INSTITUTIONAL GOALS INVENTORY 
AND IÎÏE INSTITUTIONAL FUNCTIONING" 
INVENTORY
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Scale 1: Academic Development
The first kind of institutional goal covered by the I, GL I. has to do with the 
acquistion of general and specialized knowledge, preparation of students for 
advanced scholarly study, and maintenance of high intellectual standards on the 
campus.
Scale 2: Intellectual Orientation
While the first goal area had to do with acquisition of knowledge, this second 
general goal of instruction relates to an attitude about learning and intellectual 
work. Likewise, some conception of the scholarly, rational, analytical, inquir­
ing mind has perhaps always been associated with the academy or university. In 
the I. G. I .,  Intellectual Orientation means familiarity with research and problem 
solving methods, the ability to synthesize knowledge from many sources, the 
capacity for selfdirected learning, and a commitment to life-long learning.
Scale 3: Individual Personal Development
In contrast to most of the goals covered by the I. G. I ., this one was set forth and 
has found acceptance only in roughly the past decade. It was conceived by 
psychologists and has found its main support among professional psychologists, 
student personnel people, and other adherents of "humanistic psychology" and 
the "human potential movement". As defined in the I. G. 1., Individual Personal 
Development means identification by students of personal goals and development 
of means for achieving them, enhancement of sense of self-worth and self- 
confidence, self-understanding, and a capacity for open and trusting interpersonal 
relations.
Scale 4: Humanism/Altruism
More or less explicit discernment of this concept may also be of fairly recent 
vintage, although variously construed it has long had its place in the cataloges of 
liberal arts and church-related colleges. It reflects the belief (in many quarters) 
that a college education should not mean just acquisition of knowledge and skills, 
but that is should also somehow make students better people—more decent, tolerant, 
responsible, and humane. Labeled Humanism/Altruism, this fundamental ethical 
stance has been conceived in the 1. G. I. os respect for diverse cultures, com­
mitment to working for world peace, consciousness of the important moral issues of 
the time, and concern about the welfare of man generally.
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Scale 5: Culturai/Aesthetic Awareness
Some conception of cultural sophistication and/or artistic appreciation has 
traditionally been in the panoply of goals of many private liberal arts colleges 
in America, perhaps especially liberal arts colleges for women. In the I. G. I ., 
the conception entails heightened appreciation of a variety of art forms, required 
study in the humanities or arts, exposure to forms of non-Western art, and 
encouragement ofactive student participation in artistic activities.
Scale 6: Traditional Religiousness
This goal is included in the I. G. I. in recognition of the fact that a great many 
colleges and universities in America are explicitly religious in their control, 
functioning, and goals, while many more retain ties of varying strength with the 
Roman Catholic Church or, more often, a Protestant denomination. Traditional 
Religiousness, as conceived in the I. G. I .,  is meant to mean a religiousness 
that is orthodox, doctrinal, usually sectarian, and often fundamental—in short, 
traditional (rather than "secular" or "modern"). As defined in the I. G. I ., this 
goal means educating students in a particular religious heritage, helping them to 
see the potentialities of fulltime religious work, developing students' ability to 
defend a theological position, and fostering their dedication to serving God in 
everyday life.
Scale 7: Vocational Preparation
While universities have perhaps always existed in part to train individuals for 
occupations, this role was made explicit for American public higher education by 
the Land Grant Act of 1862, and then extended to a broader populace by the 
public two-year college movement of the 1950's and I960's. As operationalized in 
the I. G. I .,  this goal means offering: specific occupational curricula (as in 
accounting or nursing), programs geared to emerging career fields, opportunities 
for retraining or upgrading skills, and assistance to students in career planning.
It is important to distinguish between this goal and the next one to be discussed. 
Advanced Training, which involves graduate-level training for various professional 
careers.
Scale 8: Advanced Training
This goal, as defined in the I. G. I ., can be most readily understood simply as 
the availability of post-graduate education. The items comprising the goal area
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have fo do with developing/maintaining a strong and comprehensive graduate 
school, providing programs in the "traditional professions" (low, medicine, e tc .) ,  
and conducting advanced study in specialized problem areas—as through a multi- 
discriplinary institute or center.
Scale 9: Research
According to most historians of the matter, the research function in the American 
University was a late 19th century import of the German concept of the university 
as a center for specialized scientific research and scholarship. Attempting to 
embrace both "applied" or "problem-centered" research as well as "basic" or 
"pure" research, the Research goal in the I. G. I. involves doing contract 
studies for external agencies, conducting basic research in the natural and social 
sciences, and seeking generally to extend the frontiers of knowledge through 
scientific research.
Scale 10: Meeting Local Needs
While in times past some institutions of higher learning must certainly have 
functioned in some way to meet a range of educational needs of local individuals 
and corporate bodies, the notion of Meeting Local Needs (in the I. G. I.) is drawn 
primarily from the philosophy of the post-war (American) community college 
movement. Which is not to say, as will be seen, that this is a goal that four-year 
institutions cannot shore. In the I. G . I. Meeting Local Needs is defined os 
providing for continuing education for adults, serving as a cultural center for the 
community, providing trained manpower for local employers, and facilitating 
student involvement in community-service activities.
Scale 11: Public Service
While the previous goal focused on the local community, this one is conceived 
more broadly—as bringing to bear of the expertise of the university on a range 
of public problems of regional, state, or notional scope. As it is defined in the 
I. G. I .,  Public Service means working with governmental agencies in social 
and environmental policy formation, committing institutional resources to the 
solution of major social and environmental problems, training people from dis­
advantaged communities, and generally being responsive to regional and 
national priorities in planning educational programs.
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Scale 12: Social Egalitarianism
Has to do with open admissions and meaningful education for all admitted, pro­
viding educational experiences relevant to the evolving interests of (1) minority 
groups and (2) women, and offering remedial work in basic skills.
Scale 13: Social Criticism/Activism
This is a higher educational goal conception that has been put forth only in the 
past five years or so. Owing its origin almost entirely to the student protest 
movement of the 1969's, the central idea of the goal is that the university should 
be an advocate or instrument for social change. Specifically in the I. G . I .,  
Social Criticism/Activism means providing criticism of prevailing American 
values, offering ideas for changing social institutions judged to be defective, 
helping students to learn how to bring about change in American society, and being 
engaged, as an institution, in working for basic changes in American society.
Scale 14: Freedom
Some of the standard dictionary definitions include: civil liberty, as opposed to 
subjection to an arbitrary or despotic government; exemption from external control, 
interference, regulation, etc .; personal liberty, as opposed to bondage or slavery; 
autonomy; relative self-determination. Freedom, as an institutional goal bearing 
upon the climate for ond process of learning, is seen as relating to all the above 
definitions. It is seen as embracing both "academic freedom" and "personal 
freedom," although these distinctions are not always east to draw. Specifically 
in the I. G. I .,  Freedom is defined as protecting the right of faculty to present 
controversial ideas in the classroom, not preventing students from hearing con­
troversial points of view, placing no restrictions on off-campus political activities 
by faculty or students, and ensuring faculty and students the freedom to choose 
their own life cycles.
Scale 15: Democratic Governance
The central notion of this goal, as here conceived, is the opportunity for partici­
pation—participation in the decisions that affect one's working and learning 
life . Colleges and universities in America have probably varied a good deal in 
the degree to which their governance is participatory, depending on factors such 
as nature of external control (e. g . ,  sectarian), curricular emphases, and
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personalities of presidents and or other campus leaders. Most all institutions, one 
surmises, as they expanded during the 1950's and 1960's, experienced a diminution 
in participatory governance. A reaction set in the late I960's spurred chiefly by 
student (power) activitiests. As defined in the I. G. I ., Democratic Governance 
means decentralized decision-making; arrangements by which students, faculty, 
administrators, and governing board members can (all) be significantly involved 
in campus governance, opportunity for individuals to participate in all decisions 
affecting them, and governance that is genuinely responsive to the concerns of 
everyone at the institution.
Scale 16: Community
While community in some sense has perhaps always characterized most academic 
organizations, especially small ones, the more modern concept of community has 
risen in only the past decade in reaction to the realities of mass higher education, 
the "multiversity, " and the factionalism and individual self-interest within the 
university. In the I. G . I ., Community is defined as maintaining a climate in 
which there is faculty commitment to the general welfare of the institution, open 
and candid communication, open and amicable airing of differences, and mutual 
trust and respect among students, faculty, and administrators.
Scale 17: Intellectual/Aesthetic Environment
Means a rich program of cultural events, a campus climate that facilitates student 
free-time involvement in intellectual and cultural activities, an environment 
in which students and faculty con easily interact informally, and a reputation os on 
intellectually exciting campus.
Scale 18: Innovation
As here defined as an institutional goal means more than simply having recently 
made some changes at the college; instead the idea is that innovation has become 
institutionalized, that throughout the campus there is continuous concern to 
experiment with new ideas for educational practice. In the I, G . I ., Innovotion 
means a climate in which continuous innovation is on accepted way of life , it 
means established procedures for readily initiating curricular or instructional 
innovations, and, more specifically, it means experimentation with new approaches 
to (1) individualized instruction and (2) evaluating and grading student performance.
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Scale 19: Off-Campus Learning
The elements of the I. G. I. definition of Off-Campus Learning, as a process goal 
on institution may pursue,  ̂ form a kind of scale. They include: (short term) time 
away from the campus in travel, work-study, VISTA work, etc.; arranging for 
students to study on several campuses during their undergraduate years; awarding 
degrees for supervised study off the campus; awarding degrees entirely on the 
basis of performance on an examination.
Scale 20: Accountability/Efficiency
Is defined to include use of cost criteria in deciding among program alternatives, 
concern for program efficiency (not further defined), accountability to funding 
sources for program effectiveness (not defined), and regular submission of evidence 
that the institution is achieving stated goals.
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COVER LETTER SENT WITH THE 
DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS
A
R O S E  J U N I O R  C O L L E G E  S ^ Z O  s o u t h e a s t  I S t h  •  m i d w e s t  c i t y .  O k l a h o m a  7 3 1 1 0
V IC E  P R E S ID E N T  F O R  A C A D E M IC  A F F A IR S  F S b r U a X y  15, 1978 ( 4 0 5 )  7 3 7 - 6 6 1 1
Dear Ms. Jones:
Mr. Merle Long is doing a study which concerns perceptions 
of institutional goals and practices of faculty, students, 
and administrators of Oscar Rose Junior College. The 
results from this study should be most helpful to us. 
Therefore, the College has agreed to participate in this 
study.
Your cooperation and your opinions are essential and vital 
to the success of this study. The questionnaire instruments 
will take approximately one hour to complete. The anonymity 
of your response is guaranteed.
The questionnaires may be mailed or personally returned to 
the Academic Vice President's Office. Please return the 
questionnaires in the enclosed envelopes by Monday, March 
1, 1978.
I realize the many demands on your time and I am sure that 
Mr. Long will greatly appreciate your cooperation in this 
study.
Sincerely,
John E . Davis 
Vice President for 
Academic Affairs
JED/cb
A n Equal O pportunity Em ployer
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The Inventory consists oî 20 su:cm en(s ot 
possible institutional go,ils. U>img the dnsv.*er 
key shown in the esam p'e below, you are 
asked to  respond to  eacn statement in two 
different ways:
First — How im portant/s the goal a t this 
institution a t the present time?
Then - ' In your judgment, how important 
shou/d the goal b t  a t  this institution?
EXAMPLE
to  prepare students for graduate school... is CZ> 0 9 C D C D C D
should be CZD C O C D trs» C D
In the example, the respondent h.is indicated that he believes the goal " to  p. .*pare students for 
graduate school" is presently of low importance at his institution, but tha t it should be o f high
importance.
Unless you have been given other 
instructions, consider the institution 
as a whole in making your judgments. 
In giving should be responses, do not 
be restrained by your beliefs about 
whether the goal, realistically, can 
ever be attained on the campus. 
Please try to  respond to  every goal 
statement in the Inventor/, by
blackening one oval after is and one 
oval o iw  should be.
Use any soft lead pencil. Do.no; 
use colored pencils or a pcn-ink , 
ball point, or felt tip.
Mark each answer so that it 
completely fills f blackens) the 
intended oval. Please do ^  make 
checks (vO or X s.
Additional Goal Statements (Local Ootion) (91—110): A section is 
included for additional goal stateme,. i  of specific local interest or 
concern. These s ta tem e n t may be supplied locally. If none are supplied, 
leave them blank arvd go on to the Information Questions.
Information Questions (111-117): These questions arc included to 
ertable each institution to  analyte the results of the Inventory in ways 
tha t will be most meaningful and useful to  them. Respond to  each 
question that applies.
$ut>groupsand Supplementary Information Questions (118-124): 
Instructions may be given for marking these items. If no t. please 
leave them t>tank.
Copyright 0 1972 by Educational Testing Service. All rights reserved.
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P lejx  respond to tticsc çoo! s:otetr.ent5 
by  A/jr* cning one ovot o f ter is and one 
o f ter si'oidd i>c.
1. to  help students dCQuire depth of knovvfettQe in at 
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C D
jr to  teach students methods of scholarly inquiry, scientific research, and/or problem definition and solution... isshould be C DC D C OC D C OC D i G 3 C DC D
3. to  help students identify their own personal goals 













4. to  ensure tha t students acquire a b»*«c knowledge in 
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5. to  increase the desire and ability of students to 













6. to  prepare students for advanced academic work.e.g., 














to  develop students' ability to  synthesize knowledge 













8. to  help students develop a sense of self vrorth, 














9. to  hold students througfiout the institution to  high 
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to  ensure th.it students who graduate have achieved some 




























poge four \ \  \  \  \  \
Please respond to these çoot siùtemcnts \ ^ \ \. \ \ ^ \ 
byM ackeningoneova!afterisandone  \ ^  \ %  \  %  \
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14. to  encourage students to  become conscious of the 
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15. to  increase students' sensitivity to  and


























17. to  help students understand and respect people from 
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18. to  require students to  com plete some course 














19. to  help students become aware o f the potentialities 




























21. to  encourage students to  express themselves artistically. e.g.. 












22. to  develop students* ability to  understand and defend 












23. to  encourage students to  make concern about the  welfare 
o f  all mankind a central part o f their lives...
is
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24. to  acquaint students w ith forms o f artistic o r  literary 



























26. to  provide opportunities for students to  prepare 
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27. to  (lyjclok* v/haï ivouUt yjiicrdlly l>c regarded a*: a strong 
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29. to  provide opportunities for continuing education for 



























31. to  prepare students in one or more of the traditional 













32. to  offer graduate programs in such "new er" professions 













33. to  serve as a cultural center in the community 





































36. to  provide retraining opportunities for individuals 
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41. to  conduct advanced study in specialized problem areas, 














42. to  provide educational experiences relevant to  the 













43. to  provide critical evaluation of prevailing 













44. to  help people from disadvantaged communities acquire 
knowledge and sk*'ls they can use in Improving 
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45. to move to  or maintain a po^'cy of essentially open 
admissions, and then to develop meaningful educational 












46. to  serve as a source of ideas and recommendations for 












47. to  work with governmental agencies in designing new 
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48. to offer developmental or remedial programs in basic 
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50. to  focus resources of the institution on the solution 













51. to be responsive to  regional and national priorities 













52. to provide educational experiences relevant to the 
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53. to  be en*jaocd, £s an instttution, in working for b » ic  













54. to  ensure tlu t  shjcjcnis are not prevented from hearing 













55. to  create a system of campus governance that is














56. to  maintain a climate in which faculty commitment to  the 
goals and well-being of the  institution is as strong as 













57. to  ensure the freedom of students and faculty to chôose 














58. to  develop arrangements by which students, faculty, 
administrators, and trustees can be significantly 













59. to  maintain a climate in which communication throughout 













60. to  place no restrictions on off-campus political 













61. to  decentralize decision making on the campus to  













62. to  maintain a campus climate in which differences of 













63. to  protect the r îÿ it of faculty members to  present 













64. to  assure individuals the opportunity to participate or 













65. to  maintain a climate of m ntujl trust and respect among 
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P'ejse rcspothl t:t these çr»jf sTotements 
t*y bfjekctiing one ovjt after is and one 
after should be.
C6. to  create a cenipus climate in which students spend much 














67. to  Puilcf a climate on the campus in whicli continuous 














68. to  encourage students to spend time away from the 
campus gaining academic credit for such activities as 














69. to  create a climate in which students and faculty may 




























71. to rraintain or work to  achieve a  large degree of . 
institutional autonomy or irKlependence in relation 
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72. to participate in a network of colleges through which 
students, according to plan, may study on sereral 














73. to  sponsor each year a rich program o! cultural events- 













74. to experiment with new approaches to individualized 
instruction such as tutorials, flexible scheduling, and 













75. to award tne bachelor's and/or associate degree for 
supervised study done away from the campus, e.g.. 
in extension or tutorial centers, by correspondence. 













76. to create an institution known widely as an 














to create procedures by v;hich curricular or 













. 78. to  award trig bachelor's and/or associate degree to some 
individuals solely on tlie Irasis of their performance on 
an acceptable examination (with no coticge^pervised 
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73. to  apply cost criteria in deciding among alternative 












80. to  maintain or work to  achieve a reputable standing 
for the institution within the academic world (or in 













81. to  fvgu'afly provide evider»ce tha t the institution is 













82. to  carry on a broad and vigorous program of



























84. to  be oroanijed for continuons shnrr.^ medium*, and 










85. to  include local citizens in planning college programs 

























87. to  be acco»;ntabie to funding sources for the 













88. . to  create a climate in which systematic evaluation of 














89. to  systematically interpret the nature, purpose, arxf 













90. to  achieve consensus among people on the campus about 













• If additional locally written goal statements have been provided, use page ten for responding and then go on to page eleven. 
If r*o additional goal statements were given, leave page ten blank and answer the information «tucstiorts on page eleven.
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jx»y» ten
ADDITIONAL GOAL STATEMENTS 
(Local Oplicn)
If you have been prr^vidcd .viih stippiementary goji statements* use this section 
for rcsponümg. U»e the same answer key as you use to r the  first 9 0  items* and 
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99. /^ o u id  be
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INSTITUTIONAL FUNCTIONING INVENTORY 
(University of Oklahoma Modification)
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INSTITUTIONAL FUNCTIONING INVENTORY 
(University of Oklahoma Modification)
TO ÏHE RESPONDENT:
This is a questionnaire for institutional self-study. In it you are 
asked for your perceptions about what your institution is like— administra­
tive policies, teaching practices, types of programs, characteristic 
attitudes of groups of people, etc. This inventory xs not a test; the only 
“right" answers are those which reflect your own perceptions, judgments, 
and opinions.
No names are to be written on the inventory, comments and criticisms 
are invited regarding any aspect of the inventory. Please use the back of 
the test booklet for any such comments.
DIRECTIONS:
1. PENCILS. Any type of marking instrument may b- used. Please mark out
the appropriate response by using an (X) .
2. INFORMATION ITEMS. Check only one answer box for each question that 
applies to you. All respondents should answer item A and each of the 
Items, B-J that apply.
3. MARKING YOUR RESPONSES. Sections 1 and 3 consist of statements about 
policies and programs that may or may not exist at your institution. 
Indicate whether you know a given situation exists or does not exist 
by marking either YES (Y) ; NO (N) ; or DON'T -dOW (?) .
4. RESPOND TO EVERY OUESTION. Please mark an answer for every statement 
in the inventory.
5. MARK ONI.Y ONE ANSWER FOR EACH STATEMENT, but please respond to each 
and every statement.
The IFI-(OUM) was developed by the Center for Studies 
in Higher Education, university of Oklahoma.
From Institutional Functioning Inventory. Copyright @  1959 
by Educational Testing Service. All Rights Reserved.
Adapted and Reproduced by Permission.
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ISPORMATIC»J ITEMS
Please select one answer for each question below that applies to you.
A. Select the one response that best 
describes your rale.
E. All respondents: indicate
age at last birthday.
{ ) 0. Faculty member ( ) 0. 17 to 18
( ) 1. Student ( ) 1. 19 to 20
( ) 2- Administrator ( ) 2. 21 to 23
( ) 3. Governing board member ( ) 3. 24 to 26
( ) 4. Alumna/Alumnus ( ) 4. 27 to 29
( ) 5. Member of off-campus community group ( ) 5. 30 to 39
{ ) 6. Staff ( ) 6. 40 to 49
( ) 7. Other ( ) 7. 50 to 59( ) 8. 60 or over
B. Faculty and students: select one F. Students : indicate classfield of teaching and/or research 
interest or, for students, major
in college.
field of study. ( ) 0. Freshman
{ ) 1. Sophomore
( ) 0. Biological sciences ( ) 2. Junior
( ) 1. Physical sciences ( ) 3. Senior
( ) 2. Mathematics ( ) 4. Graduate
( ) 3. Social sciences ( ) 5. Other
( ) 4. Humanities
( ) 5. Fine arts, performing arts G. Students: indicate current
( ) 6. Education enrollment status.
( ) 7. Business
( ) 8. Engineering ( ) 0. Full-time, day
( ) 9. Other ( ) 1. Part-time, day
( ) 2. Evening only
C . Faculty: indicate academic rank. { ) 3. Off-campus only-e.g.extension, correspond­
( ) 0. Instructor ence, IV, Etc.
( ) 1. Assistant professor . ( ) 4. Other
( ) 2. Associate professor
( ) 3. Professor H. Optional information
( ) 4. Other question (special supple­mental sheet will be pro­
D . Faculty: indicate current teaching vided if this item is usedarrangement.
) 0. Full-time
) 1. Part-time
) 2. Evening only
) 3. Off-campus only - extension, etc. 




mental sheet will be pro­
vided if this item is used.)
Optional information 
question (special supple­
mental sheet will be pro­
vided if this item is used.)
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(V) (N) (? ) 1.
<y) (N) (? ) 2.
(y) (» ) (? ) 3.
(y) (N) (? ) 4.
(y) (N) (? ) S.
(y) (S) (? ) 6.
(y) (N) (? ) 7.
(y) (») (? ) 8.
(y) (N> (? ) 9.
(y) vs) (? )  10.
(y) (N) ( ? )  11.
(y> (S) (? ) 12.
(y) (S) (?) 13.
(y) (N) (? ) 14.
(y) (N) ( ? ) 15.
(y) (N) (? ) 16.
(y) (N) ( ? ) 17.
(y) (S ) (? ) 18.
(y) (N) (? ) 19.
m (N) (? ) 20.
(y) <N) (? ) 2 i ;
<y) (N) (? ) 22.
<y) (N) (?) 23.
(y) (H) (?) 24.
SECTION 1
Kc»pond eo « ta te a e n ta  l a  th i s  
scccEon by s e le c t  la g  c i th e r :
TES (y )  ̂ KO (N) OOS'T KNOW (?)
X£ che staCcaene I f  th e  sea tc tacn t does I f  you do n o t Vnov
a p p l ie s  o r  i s  t ru c  n o t app ly  o r  i s  n o t t r u e  v h crh er che s c a te s e n t
a t  your in s tlc u tlo Q . a t  your In sc lc u C tv a . a p p lie s  o r  i s  t r u e .
There i s  a caapus a r t  g a l le ry  In which tr a v e l lo g  e x h ib i ts  o r  c o l le c t io n s  on lo a n  a r e  
r e g u la r ly  d isp la y ed .
There a rc  progeans an d /o r o rg a n iz a tio n s  a t  t h i s  i n s t i t u t i o n  which a re  d i r e c t ly  concerned 
w ith  so lv in g  p re s s in g  s o c ia l  p rob lem s, e . g . » ra c e  r e l a t i o n s ,  urban  b l i g h t ,  r u r a l  po v erty , 
e t c .
s to d e a ts .
A nuaber o f  p ro fe s s o rs  have been Involved  in  th e  p a s t few y ea rs  w ith  ecoaoaie p lan n in g  
a t  e i t h e r  th e  n a t io n a l ,  r e g io n * ! , o r  s t a t e  l e v e l .
There a re  p ro v is io n s  by v h irh  sooe nuaber o f  e d u c a tio n a lly  d isadvan taged  s tu d e n ts  s a y  b e  
a d o i t te d  to  th e  i n s t i t u t i o n  w ith o u t s e a t in g  th e  n o ro a l en tran ce  re q u ire c a n ts .
A nuaber o f  n a t io n a l ly  known s c i e n t i s t s  an d /o r  s c h o la r s  a r e  in v i te d  co che eaopus each 
y e a r  to  ad d ress  s tu d e n t and f a c u l ty  groupa.
( ? )   Advlaeoenc (counseling ) i s  o f f e r e d  s tu d e n ts  concern ing  p erso n a l a s  w e ll  a s  academ ic g o # ls .
S u cce ss fu l e f f o r t s  to  r a i s e  funds o r  to  perform  v o lu n ta ry  s e rv ic e  ca r e l ie v e  human need 
and s u f fe r in g  occur a t  l e a s t  an n u a lly  on th i s  campus.
T h is  i n s t i t u t i o n  ac teapcs  each y e a r  to  sponso r a  r ic h  program o f  c u l tu r a l  even ts— 
le c tu r e s ,  c o n c e r ts , p la y s , a r t  e x h ib i t s ,  and th e  l i k e .
( )   At l e a s t  cne modem dance program  has  been p re s e n te d  in  th e  p a s t  y e a r .
e r a l  l e g is la t io n  in  th e  a re a s  o f  h e a l th ,  e d u c a tio n , o r  w e lfa re .
A co ncerted  e f f o r t  i s  made co a t t r a c t  s tu d e n ts  o f  d iv e rse  e th n ic  and s o c ia l  back­
grounds.
Q u ite  a  cumber o f  s tu d e n ts  a r e  a s s o c ia te d  w ith  o rg a n iz a tio n s  t h a t  a c t iv e ly  seek  o r  
re fo rm  s o c ie ty  in  one way o r  a n o th e r .
un ders tand ing .
An o rg a n isa tio n  e x i s t s  on campus w hich has  a s  i t s  prim ary o b je c tiv e  to  work fo 
p e a c e .
( )  1 / Ac l e a s t  one chamber c u s ic  c o n c e r t has been g iv e n  w ith in  th e  p a s t  y e a r.
H ;c i n s t i t u t i o n  sponsor;; g*’eups and programs wliich p rov ide  s tu d en ts  cppoctunic 
w itn e ss  to  o th e rs  co n to m in g  t h u i r  f a i t l i .
A number o f  fa c u l ty  ocnbuts o r  .idmln i s  t r a c e r s  f ro u  t h i s  in s t i t u t i o n  h.ivc gone 
Washington to  p a r t ic ip a te  iti p la n n in g  and o p e ra t in g  v a r io u s  fe d e ra l program s.
One o f  the  method» used to  In flu e n ce  the  f la v o r  o f  che c o lleg e  i s  to  t r y  to  se  
d e n ts  w ith  f a i r l y  s im i la r  p e r s o n a l i ty  t r a i t s .
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(Y) (N) (? )
(Y) (») (? )
(Y) (N) (?)
(Y) (K) (?)
(Y) <K) (? )
o r cenCe»» 1» ac tiv e ly  engaged In p ro je c ts  alaed s t  inpeovlng the q u a lity  o f urban l i f e .
26. Hie in s ti tu tio n  lapoaes ce r ta in  r e s tr ic t io n s  on off-caopus p o l i t ic a l  a c t iv i t ie s  by 
faculty  members.
27. There are a  number of s tuden t groups th a t  meet reg u la rly  co discuss in te lle c tu a l  M d/or 
philosophic top ics.
26. At le a s t  ope poetry reading, open to  the  caspus eocounlty, has been given w ith in  the  
past year.
29. The curriculum i s  d e lib e ra te ly  designed to  accommodate a g rea t d iv e rs ity  in  student 
a b il i ty  lev e ls  and education%1-vocaclonal a sp ira tio n s .
SECTIoy 2
ftaspond to  staC eotnts in  th is  
sec tio n  by se le c tin g  e ith e r :  _
STRONGLY AGREE (SA) AGREE (A) DISAGREE (D) STRONGLY DISAGREE (SD)
I f  you strongly agree I f  you m ildly agree I f  you m ildly d isagree I f  you strong ly  disagree
with the statem ent w ith the s ta te a e n t w ith the sca tesen t with che statem ent
as applied to  your as applied to  your as applied to  your as  applied Co your
in s ti tu tio n . in s  t l tu lino . in s t i tu t io n .  in s t i tu t io n .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 30. Bo. b e s t co cottiminlcate knowledge co undergredunces i s  ooc « question Chat se r io u sly  
concerns s  very la rg e  piopotcion o f cite facu lty .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 31. Students ttho d isp lay  t ra d it io n a l "scho la r"  behavior a re  held in  low esteem in  the campus 
community.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 32. In dealing w ith * in s titu tio n a l problems, a tte rp cs  ere g tnern lly  made to  involve in te r ­
ested  people w ithout regard to th e i r  formal po sitio n  o r h ie ra rch ica l s ta tu s .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 33. Capable undergraduates a re  encouraged to  co llabo ra te  with facu lty  on research p ro jec ts  
o r  to  carry out s tu d ie s  o f th e ir  own.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 34. Undergraduate programs o f in s tru e tio n  a re  designed to  include demonstration o f the 
methods of problem an a ly sis .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 35. Power here tends to  be widely d ispersed  ra th e r  than tig h tly  held.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 36. Almost every degree program i s  constructed  to  enable the student to  acquire a depth o f 
knowledge in  a t  l e a s t  one academic d is c ip lin e .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 37. A major expectation o f facu lty  members i s  th a t  they w il l  help students to  synthesize  
knowledge from many sources.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 38. Ihe im portant moral issues  of the time a re  discussed serio u sly  in  c la sses  and programs.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 35. Many facu lty  mechers would welcome the opportunity  to p a rtic ip a te  in  lay ing  p lans fo r 
broad so c ia l and economic reforms in  American so c ie ty .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 40. Serious consideration  i s  given to  s tu d en t opinion when policy decisions a ffe c tin g  s tu r  
dents are made.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 41. Certain ra d ic a l s tuden t o rg an isa tio n s, such as Students fo r  a Democratic S ociety , a re  
n o t. o r probably would not be. allowed to  organize chapters on th is  campus.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 42. Ih is  in s t i tu t io n  takes p ride  in  the percentage o f graduates who go on to  advanced study.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 43. Student pub lications of high in te l le c tu a l  repu ta tion  e x is t  on th is  campus. '
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 44. Professors get to  know most s tuden ts  in  th e ir  undergraduate c la sses  q u ite  w ell.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 45. Foreign students a rc  genuinely respected  and are  made to  fe e l  welcome "on th is  campus.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 46. Religious d iv e rs ity  i s  encouraged a t  th is  In s ti tu tio n .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 47. Application o f knowledge and ta le n t  to  the so lu tio n  o f so c ia l problems i s  a mission of 
th is  in s ti tu tio n  th a t i s  widely supported by facu lty  and adm Jnistrntocs.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 48. Governance o f th is  in s ti tu tio n  i s  c le a r ly  in  the hands of the adm in istra tion .
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(SA) (A) (D) (SD) h9. Ceccalo hteiily  con troversia l fixwrfs in public l i f e  a re  not allowed o r probably would 
tM>e be atlo%<cd co oddrcaa scudenc».
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 50. L lcclc money In generally  availab le  fo r  Inviclng oucatanding people co give public 
JeccurcH.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) SI. A 4.0 grade average brings Co a studen t Che hlghesc rccognlcton on th is  caapus.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) S2. Academic adviser:» generally  favor chas a meaningful portion o f each degree program be 
a llocated  co ind iv idua l study.
(SA) (A) (0) (SD) 53. Xose facu lty  members to noc wish to  spend much cime in  ta lk ing  wich students about s tu ­
dents* personal In te re s ts  and concerns.
(SA) CA) (D) (SD) 54. When a  scudenc has a  sp ec ia l problem, some o f h is  peers usually  are aware o f and 
respond co h is  need.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 55. Religious id e a ls  o f Che in s c ic u tio n 's  founding fa th e rs  a rc  considered by mosc faculqr 
members co be obso lete. • •
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 56. ■’ Senior adm in istra to rs  generally  support (o r would support) faculty  members who spend 
time away from tlic caapus consulting w ith govem etncal agencies about so c ia l, economic, 
and re la te d  n a tte rs .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 57. Compared w ith mosc ocher co lleges, fewer m inority groups are represented on th is  caapus*
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 53. The notion o f  co lleges and u n iv e rs itie s  assuming leadership in  bringing about so c ia l 
change I s  n o t an idea th a t i s  o r  would be p a rtic u la r ly  popular on th is  campus.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 59. In a rriv in g  a t  in sc icu tio n a l p o lic ie s , actempts a re  generally  made co involve a l l  the 
indiv iduals who w ill  be d ire c tly  a ffec ted .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 60. Faculty members fe e l  free  Co o g re s s  ra d ic a l p o l i t ic a l  b e lie fs  in  th e ir  classrooms.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 61. The scudenc newspaper comments regu larly  on laporcsn t Issues end ideas (in  addition  to. 
carry ing  o u t che customary ta sks  of s tuden t newspapers).
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 62. I t  i s  almost impossible fo r a  studen t to  graduate from th is  in s ti tu tio n  without a  basic  
knowledge in  the s o c ia l  sc iences, n a tu ra l sciences and humanities.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 63. Programs fo r  che adu lt (out-of-schooI) age s tuden t are prim arily  designed to t re a t  cheir 
vocational needs.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 64. Formal organizations designed co provide sp ec ia l ass is tance  to  students ace accorded 
favorable recognition  by Indiv idual members o f the facu lty .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 65. Faculty mcB^rs a re  more concerned w ith helping students to  acquire knowledge and pro­
fessiona l s k i l l s  chan they a re  in  hclp iag  students to be b e tte r  persons.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 66. By example, che adm inistra tion  and facu lty  encourage students to dedicate th e ir  liv es  
CO Cod.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 67. Adminiscrators and facu lty  have in  the p a st th ree  years been responsive to  regional and 
na tiona l p r io r i t ie s  In  planalng educational programs.
(SA) (A) (0) (SD) 63. There are no courses o r  programs fo r s tudents w ith educational de fic iencies , i . e . ,  r e a ^  
d ia l  work.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 69. The governing board does no t consider ac tiv e  engagement in  resolving major so c ia l i l l s  * 
to  be an appropria te  in sc icu tio n a l function .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 70. Studentrt, facu lty  and adm inistra to rs  a l l  have opportun ities  fo r meaningful involvement 
in  campus governance.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 71. The governing body ( e .g . , Board of T rustees) s trongly  supports the p rinc ip le  o f academic 
freedom fo r fa cu lty  and students co d iscuss any top ic  they may choose.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 72. Many opportun ities  C3dsc outside  the classroom fo r  in te lle c tu a l  and aes th e tic  s e l f -
expression on che parc of scudencs.
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ft««poAd to •Cotoarata 1a  chi*
•rcclon by #oi*ctln& mlchor:
YCt (Y) KO (10 DON'T KNOW (?)
ZC tb* oCAteafnc tf the •Cac«a«nt dn«s If you do ooC koev
•pplltfo «it 1» true not apply or !• noe true whcchor ch« •eacoacat
at yoar luacUuCtou. at your inatlcutton. oppllaa or 1# trwa.
Thla toacltutlMi oporatoa am adult «dueatluo pra%ram. o.g., avnnlnt couraaa epoo to 
|ta:ol arum r«‘at4rnta.
CotmaalluK acrvlcv* aca avallublu to adult* la tho local arma aoakim* laZonaatloo about 
•ducaclooal and occupational natcora.
Quit* a nuabvf of faculty saabora Hava had booaa publlabed la tha paat two or thro#
Couraaa ar« offered through which local aeaa rcaldaoea may ba ratcaload or upgraded la 
Chair job akllla.
Thar* 1% a job placawmt aervtca through which local caployara may hlr* atudanta aad 
graduaeco for full or pare-cla* work.
Tbara are a mtabar of resaard) profeaaora oo caapua. l a., faculty aaabara whoa* appolat* 
0*0 ta prloarlly am tail caaaareh rachar them teaching.
raeiiiclc* are made available to local group# and orgamiration# for meatioga. abort 
couraaa, clinic*, forma, and tha like.
Credit for msacroua couraaa can ba c a n a d  now aolaly oo the baala of parfocaanc* on am 
aaaalaation.
Soma of Cue atrongaae aad baat-fmdad umdargraduata academic departmenta are profaa- 
aional dcpart'mrtic* which prepare atudanta for a pacific oecupaclona, aueh aa ouraiag, 
accounting, ate.
A  nuahor of deparemanca freguantly hold aaminera or coUequla in which a  vlaieing 
acbolar diacueaaa hi# idea# or raaaareh finding#.
Tha average teaching load in moat dapartmanta ia eight cradle houra or fewer.
Thar* ar«r a nmber of couraaa or program that are daaipad to provide nanpowar for 
local aca.t bualnaaa. Indu#cry, or public acrvicaa.
A plan d a t a  at thla inaeltutlon whereby a atudaoe nay ba awarded a degree baaed prl* 
#Mrlly un aitpervlned atudy off-campua.
One or more individual* era preaently engaged In long-range financial planning for the 
total Inaeltutlon. *
Couraaa or aeminera are conducted la order that foraar atudanta anc'Other# may be re­
trained or upgraded la tlieir aklUa.
New advanced degraaa have bean authorlxad and awarded within the laat th»*a year*.
the local area.
Several arrangement# exlnt by which atudenca may enroll for credit ia abort term# away 
from the caapua in travel; work-atudy, VZSTA-eypa work. etc.
Analyses of the phlloaopby, putpoaea, and objective* of the institution are frequently 
conducted.
(?) 93. CotmsêUng aervlcea are available to atudanta to aaalst than in ehooaing a career.
Oaa or aore non-traditional graduate department# (or center#) ha# bean catabliabcd with:
the laat five year*.
In general, tita governing board la ceniitted co che view chat advancement of knowledge 
through rcaeerch and acholarahlp la a m j n r  inatltutlonal purpose.
Attention is given to malofalnlng fairly cloaa relationship# with busloesaaa and 
induatrla* in the local area.
(Y) (N) (?) 97. Every etudent ia encouraged to include aome atudy abroad In his educational program.
(y) (N) (?) 90. Planning at thla insticutloa la eontlnuoua rather than one-ahoc or completely non-
<x) (»> (71 7}.
«?> Ml (71 71.
m Ml (71 75.
m Ml (71 7 i.
(Ÿ) Ml (71 77.
(Y) (Ml (71 7».
» « (Ml (71 7J.
( « (Ml tf) BO.
t « (Ml (7 | Bl.
(Y) (Ml (71 B2.
(Y) M l (71 B5.
(Y) Ml (71 Si.
(Y) (Ml (71 s s .
(Y) (Ml (71 86.
(Y) (Ml (71 B7.
(Y) (Ml (71 BB.
CY) (Ml (71 B».
<Y) (Ml (71 90.
CY) (Ml (71 91.
trj (Ml (71 92.
(Y) (Ml 71 J.
(Y) (Ml (71 96.
(Y) (HI Co 95.
(Y) (Ml (71 96.
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t«*pon4 to  oCateownto In th is  
sec tion  by se le c tin g  e ith e r:
STKONCLY AGREE (SA) AO-ZE (A) DISAGREE (D) SXROSCI.Y DISAGREE (SD)
I f  you strongly  agree I f  you s ! ld ly  agree I f  you allU lv disagree I f  you ecroegly dlssgcsa
with the  a ta teae n t w ith the staceaenc w ith the stau'oene with the stateeam t
aa applied to  your as applied to  your as applied to your aa applied to your
In s ti tu tio n . In s ti tu tio n . In s ti tu t io n .  In s titu tio n .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 99, h ost facu lty  memhers consider che se n io r  admlmlstratota on caapus to  be able and well* 
q u a lif ie d  fo r th e ir  posltlcna.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 100. I t  la  aleoac Impossible to  obtain the necessary fin an c ia l support to  cry out a  new 
Idea fo r  educational p rac tic e .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 101. Generally speaking, top-level ad a la lse ra to ra  a re  providing e ffec tiv e  educational 
leadership .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 102. There i s  a  general v il l ls g a e s s  here to  cp^erlment with innovations th a t  have shown 
proolse a t  o th e r inscicutdoas.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 103. Generally speaking, cosEsvnicaclon between the faculty  and Che adn io is tra tioo  ia  poor.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 104. High ranking ad a in istra to rv  o r department chairmen generally  encourage pro fessors  to 
experiment w ith  new courses and teaching methods.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 103. Kora reco p itio m  i s  regu larly  accorded facu lty  steebera fo r  research grants received 
than fo r  serv ice  g ran ts .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 106. S ta ff in fig h tin g , backbiting , and the l ik e  seem to be more the ru le  than the exception.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 107. This In s ti tu tio n  would be w illin g  to  be among the f i r s t  to experiment w ith a  novel 
educational program o r aeihod i f  i t  appeared promising.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 108. Laying ^lans fo r  the  fu ture o f  the in s t i tu t io n  i s  a  b i ^  p r io r ity  s c tiv iq r  fo r  many 
sen io r adm in istra to rs .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 109. The graduates o f such p rofessional co lleges as  the Colleges of Lav and Medicine a t  
th is  in s t i tu t io n  a re  recognised by the public as strong p ra c titio n e rs .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 110. Although they may c r i t i c i s e  c e r ta in  p ra c tic e s , most facu lty  seem to be very lo y a l to 
the in s ti tu t io n .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 111. In my experience i t  has not been easy fo r  new ideas about educational p rac tice  to  
receive a  hearing.
(SA) (A) (0) (SD) 112. A graduate i s  usually  coaiidered by fa c u lty  to  be b e tte r  educated i f  a l l  o f h is  c re d i t  
hours were earned a t  th is  in s t i tu t io n ,  than I f  he bad studied  on severa l cactuses la  
qualify ing  fo r  h is  degree.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 113. Seldom do facu lty  mesbers prepare formal evaluations o f In s ti tu tio n a l  goal achieve mam t .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 114. The faculty  i s  reecptiv*  to adding new courses geared to  emerging career f ie ld s .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) US. Undefgraduates in te re s ted  in  study beyond the &.A. lev e l receive l i t t l e  o r no formal 
encouragement from the fs ru lty  o r  a r a f f .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 116. Few, i f  any, o f the faculty  could be regarded as having na tional or Ineem ational 
repu tations fo r  th e i r  s c ie n t i f ic  o r  scho la rly  con tribu tions.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 117. There i s  a s trong sense of cosm aiity, a  fee lin g  of shared in te re s ts  and purposes, on 
th is  campus.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 118. This In s ti tu tio n  has experimented w ith new approaches to e ith e r  individualized  in s tru c ­
tio n  o r evaluation  o f performance.
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 119. Off-campus lea rn in g  experiences of various types are considered as valuable, o r more 
valuable, to  the s tu d en t 's  education, as regu lar courses. .
(SA) (A) (D) (SD) 120. The approval of proposals fo r  new in s tru c tio n a l programs ia  regu larly  dependent on an
estitsa te  of p o te n tia l e fltc len cy .
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POSTCARD SENT TO NON-RESPONDENTS
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Dear Mr. Jones,
Thank you for participating in the Oscar Rose 
research program. Your packet is very vital 
to the success of the program, and we shall 
be very appreciative if you could return the 
packet this week.
APPï^DIX F 
FOLLOWUP LETTER SENT TO NON-RESPONDENTS
R O S E  J U N I O R  C O L L E G E  e^zo s o u t h e a s t  I S t h  •  m i d w e s t  c i t y . O k l a h o m a  73110
V I C E  P R E S I D E N T  F O R  A C A D E M IC  A F F A IR S  M a , I " C l l  2j 1978 A C  ( 4 0 5 )  7 3 7 - 6 6 1 1
Dear Ms. Jones:
Mr. Merle Long is doing a study which concerns perceptions 
of institutional goals and practices of faculty, students, 
and administrators of Oscar Rose Junior College. The 
results from this study should be most helpful to us. 
Therefore, the College has agreed to participate in this 
study.
Your cooperation and your opinions are essential and vital 
to the success of this study. The questionnaire instruments 
will take approximately one hour to complete. The anonymity 
of your response is guaranteed.
The questionnaires may be mailed or personally returned to 
the Academic Vice President's Office. Please return the 
questionnaires in the enclosed envelopes by Monday, March 
13, 1978.
I realize the many demands on your time and I am sure that 




John E. Davis 




THE GROUP X INTERACTION EFFECTS AS 
REFLECTED IN THE GOAL RATINGS, 




THE GROUP X INSTITUTION INTERACTION EFFECTS 
REFLECTED IN THE PARTICIPANTS'
GOAL RATINGS




* 1. Academic Development 3.18 <  .05
•  2 . Intellectual Orientation 4 .54 <  .05
•  3 . Individual Persona! Development 5.36 <  .01
•  4 . Humanism/Altruism 4 .77 <  .05
* 5 .  Cultural/Esthetic Awareness 5.52 <  .05
•  6 . Troditionol Religiousness 6 .90 <  .01
* 7 . Vocational Preparation 6.14 <  .01
* 8 . Advonced Training 2.13 > .0 5
* 9 . Research 7.25 <  .01
*10. Meeting Local Needs 3.32 > .0 5
*11. Public Service 7.92 <  .01
*12. Social Egalitarianism 7.82 <  .01
**13. Social Criticism/Activism 3.42 > .0 5
**14. Freedom 0.22 > .0 5
**15. Democratic Governance 0.08 >  .05
**16. Community 0.01 >  .05
•*17. Intellectual/Esthetic Environment 0.00 >  .05
**18. Innovotion 1.63 >  .05
**19. Off-Campus Learning 1.15 >  .05
**20. Accountobility/Efficiency 1.98 >  .05
• A l l  F RaMos w e re  b a se d  on  1 a n d  171 d e g re e s  o f  freed o m
• • A l l  F RoMos w e re  b o sed  o n  1 a n d  71 d e g re e s  o f  free d o m
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TABLE 24
THE GROUP X INSTITUTION INTERACTION EFFECTS




Institutional Goals Scales Interaction Significonce
F Ratios Level
* 1. Academic Development 2.30 > .0 5
* 2 . Intellectual Orientation 2.40 >  .05
* 3 . Individual Personal Development 0.19 >  .05
* 4 . Humanism/Altruism 1.46 >  .05
* 5 . Culturo I/Esthetic Awareness 0.23 >  .05
* 6 . Traditional Religiousness 3.22 <  .05
* 7 . Vocotionol Preparation 0.75 >  .05
* 8 . Advanced Training 4 .57 <  .05
* 9 . Reseorch 3.55 <  .05
*10. Meeting Local Needs 1.21 >  .05
*11. Public Service 3.19 <  .05
*12. Social Egolitorianism 7.82 <  .01
**13. Social Criticism/Activism 1.66 >  .05
**14. Freedom 0.13 >  .05
**15. Democratic Governance 1.31 >  .05
**16. Community 0 .13 > .0 5
**17. Intellectual/Esthetic Environment 0.71 >  .05
**18. Innovation 0.66 >  .05
**19. Off-Campus Learning 0 .32 >  .05
**20. Accountability/Efficiency 0 .20 >  .05
*A II F R atios w e re  b a se d  on  1 a n d  T71 d e g re e s  o f  freedom
**A II F R atios w e re  b a se d  on  1 a n d  71 d e g re e s  o f  freedom
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TABLE 25
THE GROUP X INSTITUTION INTERACTION EFFECTS 
REFLECTED IN THE PARTICIPANTS' 
EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS




* 1. Academic Development 1.69 <  .05
* 2 . Intellectual Orientation 0.01 <  .05
* 3 . Individual Personal Development 0 .27 >  .05
* 4 . Humanism/Altruism 4 .64 <  .05
* 5 . Cultural/Esthetic Awareness 6.21 <  .01
* 6 .  Troditionol Religiousness 2.40 >  .05
* 7 . Vocotionol Preparation 0.72 >  .05
* 8 . Advanced Training 6 .42 <  .01
* 9 . Research 0.48 >  .05
*10. Meeting Local Needs 2 .28 >  .05
*11. Public Service 3.78 <  .05
*12. Social Egalitarianism 2.22 >  .05
**13. Social Criticism/Activism 4.04 <  .05
** 14. Freedom 0.06 >  .05
**15. Democratic Governance 0.72 >  .05
**16. Community 0.02 >  .05
**17. Intellectual/Esthetic Environment 0.36 >  .05
•*18. Innovation 3.26 >  .05
**19. Off-Campus Learning 1.46 >  .05
**20. Accountability/Efficiency 2.22 >  .05
* A ll F RoMos w e re  b a se d  o n  T a n d  171 d e g re e s  o f  freed o m
** A ll F R oftos w e re  bosed  on  1 o n d  71 d e g re e s  o f  freed o m
